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A WORD FROM THE CHAIRMAN
I suppose one way we know that
we have a thriving OP community
is receiving news about the many
reunions taking place. During the past
year events were arranged far and wide
by varying year or interest groups as is
described elsewhere in this issue of the
OP Magazine.
The scope and number of these
gatherings reflects another busy OP
year. Despite the wettest summer since
1776, OPs from the 1960s, of which I
am one, congregated on Founders’ Day
at the College. It had rained all term
and was to continue to rain for most
of the holidays. But thanks to Lindsey
Hughes and David Nicholson (6469), a good number of us gathered in
the Mess Hall in wet weather gear and
Wellington boots. We all had a very jolly
time and as always we were made very
welcome by the College. Sadly, the OP
T20 cricket match vs. the College was
cancelled. However, a few months later
the OP Society was pleased to provide
a clock for the new cricket pavilion on
Big Side.
The OP Dinner in 2012 had to be
moved from April to late October.
This was due to the installation of a
new power plant in the grounds of the
College in the spring holiday. The
dinner was attended by almost 100
OPs and our Guest of Honour was our
Olympian Andrew (Bart) Simpson
(90-95).
Bart was in great form and spoke
about the commitment involved in
becoming an Olympian. He admitted
to being frustrated to get a Silver in
Weymouth when a Gold beckoned.
But, frankly, if your could see the list
of all his sailing achievements at World

Hood Association. Remarkably he still
plays golf at Liphook GC!
During the year we elected ten new
Honorary OPs reflecting a backlog of
very eligible candidates. Among their
number was Pat Stephens. Pat was
Matron at the College from 1959-63
before she married Steve. Sadly she
passed away in the autumn after a long
illness but before she died she wrote to
me twice to say how proud she was to
receive this recognition.

Bart Simpson (90-95), in full flow.
and European competitions, in addition
to his Gold medal in Beijing, he really
has nothing to be disappointed about –
as the great applause from OPs in the
Mess Hall underlined.

Turning to 2013, you will see that
there is a distinct Australian theme in
this edition. Many OPs have emigrated
‘down-under’ over the years and there
are some interesting historical ties to
the College so it is very appropriate
that this group has caught the Editor’s
eye! My thanks to Lionel Stephens for
contributing his interesting article.

On this occasion your Committee
decided to hold the AGM of the OP
Society the day after the Dinner which
meant that it was better attended than
normal. Mike Nicholson (57-61) was
elected onto the Committee and we
look forward to benefiting from all his
experience and wise counsel.

This year OPs in Australia (and, we
hope, New Zealand too) will be using
the 150th anniversary of the first voyage
of a Devitt and Moore vessel (Vimiera)
to Australia to hold a weekend reunion
in Melbourne. It is likely that the
Headmaster, Thomas Garnier, will be
attending. Richard (Sam) Strachan
(58-62), our OP Rep in Melbourne,
is coordinating the event and we hope
that all OPs in Australasia will make an
effort to take part.

Commander Keith Evans (3337) stepped down from the Committee.
Keith is quite remarkable. During his
time on the Committee he attended
all our meetings. He has been a major
contributor to all Pangbournian events
for many years. He is 93, fought in the
Second World War, served on HMS
Hood and is the Vice President of the

In the months ahead we also expect
the first meeting of the OP Yacht Club
to take place. This adds to the various
sporting possibilities that exist for OPs.
Golf, in particular, thrives under the
leadership of Charlie Parry (81-85)
and we held two events during 2012.
Remarkably, the sun shone on both
occasions. I think you will be pleased
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to know that the OP Society subsidises
the golf for younger OPs and also for
students from the College.
In a new development, younger
OPs are looking to enter Sevens’ rugby
competitions in southeast England
rather than trying to field a full XV.
Many of the players are, like us many
moons ago, playing for clubs and it
is felt that Sevens might be easier
to organise. If you are interested in
playing or helping please contact Jack
Muggeridge (01-08).
Meantime,
your
Committee
continues to offer support and guidance
to current students at the College. This
year Steve Davis (74-81) was joined
by Paul Lawrence (04-08) in talking
to last years VI form leavers and we
also were able to support the College’s
Career Fair.
Communication is a strategic goal
of the OP Committee so we are very
grateful to Robin Knight (56-61) for
all he does for us in editing this popular
magazine and also for keeping a close
eye on the OP website. This facility
continues to improve and we hope it is
now a useful tool for all OPs. We are
still weak at engaging with the younger

generation through Facebook but
we will improve this important link.
LinkedIn, on the other hand, has over
300 members of the Old Pangbournian
Group and is working smoothly by
itself.
Another communication initiative
centres on the OP Reps abroad. Willie
Shuttleworth (66-70) has continued
to increase their numbers. But we need
more. In an ideal world we would like
to have a contact in all major cities so
do please contact Willie if you are able
to assist him.
Our President changed after the
AGM when Robin Knight retired after
the statutory five years in the post. He
was replaced by Nigel Hollebone (5661). Robin has been a remarkable OP
stalwart over the past 25 years and was
also a governor at the College for 15 of
those years. He will be missed but is
now writing the history of Pangbourne
which will be published to coincide
with our centenary in 2017.
The College continues to support
our work and, of course, we very
much appreciate the personal help we
receive from the Headmaster. We are
also most grateful to Lindsey Hughes

OP Chairman Mark Dumas (64-68)
and Caroline Kemp who continue to
interface and facilitate and work with
enquiries from OPs around the world.
For my part I will be stepping down
this autumn as your Chairman after
two consecutive two year terms. It has
been a most enjoyable period. We could
not have progressed in the way we have
without the work and support of the OP
Committee for which many thanks.
MARK DUMAS (64-68)

UPDATE FROM THE CHAIRMAN OF
THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS
Dear Old Pangbournian
It was good to meet so many of you at the recent OP
Dinner at the College. It gave me great pleasure to be a guest
of the Society and to attend this wonderful occasion. I was
particularly pleased to see quite a number of young OPs
enjoying themselves and it was a huge privilege to meet and
listen to our own ‘Bart’ Simpson.
This event was followed by a moving Remembrance Day
Service in the Chapel where the College, as usual, was on
top form. It was pleasing to observe afterwards the College
parade being so well supported by parents, supporters and
well wishers in the most beautiful weather one could have
hoped for.
At the annual POPS (Parents of Old Pangbournians –
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another important and growing arm of the Pangbourne
community) I had the opportunity to mention that there
were now no less than four OP’s teaching in the College
and all from the age groups of my own two sons time at the
College (1993-2000).
So what’s been happening? I am sure the Headmaster will
bring you up to date on school life and achievements during
the year – and there is plenty to talk about on that front! For
my part I am very proud to report that the College continues
to progress in the essential renewal and modernisation of its
infrastructure.
During 2012 we saw the completion of the impressive
Harding Communication and Music Centre, the relocation
of St George House to outstanding new premises adjacent
to Illawarra (completed three years ago), and the rebuilding

and relocation of a new purpose-built cricket pavilion on
Big Side to replace the iconic pavilion that was destroyed
by arsonists a couple of years ago. In all this tots up to more
than £5 million in spend terms. It seems that every project
we look at these days has six noughts to the price!
To me, the pleasing thing about these developments was
the sight of three quite separate construction projects on the
go at the same time. This is probably a first for the College
and has given the school a real sense of forward momentum

The new St. George

The new pavilion was opened by former Headmaster
Anthony Hudson and it carries his name. Pangbourne has
been blessed by having had only four headmasters since
1969. Each, in their individual ways, has contributed so
much to the College’s identity, progress and development.
As many of you may know, Huddy has been unwell of late
and it was good to see him in such good form at the opening
ceremony on the 7th of November.
Inevitably and sadly development will have to slow
down for a short time as we catch breath. The devil is that
funds have to be raised first before a project can be started.
But, as ever, our headmaster Thomas Garnier is setting an
unbelievable pace and us old fogeys are puffing to keep up
as his vision for the College continues to unfold. Believe me
there are huge challenges ahead as he turns our collective
attention towards the College Centenary in 2017. I will let
him tell you what he has in mind there.

The Anthony Hudson pavilion on Big Side

Once again thank you all so much for your support and
goodwill. Pangbourne is a unique place and, as always, proud
to be different!
Michael Allsop
Chairman of the Board of Governors

Michael Allsop (far left) at the OP Dinner

FOUNDERS’ DAY: UMBRELLLAS TO THE FORE!
“Not a summer to be remembered,”
writes David Nicholson (64-68).
“No vacancies for water diviners.”
“From the end of March,” he
continues, “our Islands lay beneath a
constant conveyor of cloud which trailed
endlessly from the south west. The rain
fell with a constancy which would have
made less rational men reach for the
latest edition of “Build your own ark,”
but at least we consoled ourselves with
the prospect of reservoirs and natural
aquifers full to bursting. No hose pipe
ban, then. The Press blamed the Jet
Stream which, in normal summers, lies

to the north of the archipelago which is
the UK. Last year Aeolus divined that
the jet stream would sit neatly across
northern France.

vagaries of Whites Field, arguably one
of the most exposed places in the world
short of Cape Farewell at the southern
tip of Greenland.

In 2012 the cycle of OP
representation on Founders’ Day fell
upon the cohort from the Nineteen
Sixties. We tried to gather as many as
we could but the elements seemed to
conspire against us. I swapped e-mails
with Lindsey Hughes the day before
the event. Lindsey messaged that if
the weather remained in its state of
inclemency, we could retreat to the
Mess Hall – infinitely preferable to the

Shortly before sending my response
to Lindsey, I did spot from my
Weybridge office window a glimpse of
blue sky to the south west. I remarked
upon this in my communication.
Lindsey’s answer was as succinct and as
contemporary as you would imagine.
“No,” came the reply, “that’s just
another of the fifty shades of grey!”
Saturday morning dawned. It did
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not look hopeful. I had agreed to meet
Charlie Daniel, Nigel Sawry-Cookson
and Roger Basset at the car park on
Bowden. Clearly, their journey from
West Sussex had been as fraught as
a Pangbourne versus Oratory rugby
match. Charlie and Nigel were having
a gentle disagreement about where
to park. Roger, sitting in the back of
Charlie’s car, opened the window,
looked despairingly at me and said
quietly but plaintively, “Help!”
Soon after we were joined by Will
Marshall and his daughter. Will had
promised himself for some time that he
would introduce his children to his old
school. His daughter had volunteered
and was now to be exposed to the
weather conditions that are synonymous
with the College on a wet and windy
Saturday.
Some brave attempts at
Founders’ Day normality
were seen on Big Side – a
marquee for afternoon teas,
seats for spectators for the
College versus the OP T20
cricket game and a portaloo.
All empty, devoid of life,
almost mocking us as we
trudged past looking more
like a shooting party in
February than OPs set on
a revelry of memory on what
should have been a warm, dry
July day.

A team photo was organised with
Lionel, rightfully, taking centre stage.
What a collection of gum (sea) boots!
John Baddeleys’ possibly being the most
impressive as one would expect from a
farmer but this pair were truly state of
the art.
Keith Evans (33-37)
with Tom Miller, winner of his prize

Wing Commander Peter Morgan
and Tiffany Franklin

Lunch completed, we made our
way out to the Parade ground to see
“Beat Retreat”. Our little collection of
Sixties OPs was supplemented by the
appearance of a Rear Admiral – Niall
Kilgour. I mentioned to Niall that I
had met John Bradshaw over lunch
and that he and I had shared the same
crammer in Seaford before joining the
Nautical College. To gales of laughter
from my erstwhile friends, I was asked
if I had actually attended a crammer to
get into what was then the NCP. I can’t
think what they found so
amusing…

After that our group
began to drift home but
not before witnessing most
of the parade. I remain
impressed by the standard
of drill maintained by
the College as well as the
diversity of instruments
now played in the Band and
From back, l to r: Mike Smith, Nigel Sawrey-Cookson, Philip Hamilton, to a considerable level of
skill and dexterity.
John Bradshaw, Roger Bassett, Julian Wiggin, Bill Daniel;
Andrew Scott-Priestley, David Nicholson, LCS, John Baddeley,
I thank the College again
William Marshall, Mark Dumas
for being so welcoming. Also
Each of us had come prepared – as North Wales (John Bradshaw) and I thank the Sixties hands who turned
picnic food, cans of soft and hard drink, East Anglia (John Baddeley and his out almost in defiance of the weather.
some wine, cheeses, all those things good lady) as well as a sprinkling from And I must thank Mark Dumas who
familiar to us for a summer repast on a the Home Counties and the south east. continues to lead the OP Society very
much from the front. His efforts and
blanket or ground sheet. But looking
Lionel
Stephens
joined
us
which
graciousness should be recognised by all
more closely, you would also have seen
umbrellas, gum (sea) boots, anoraks and was marvellous. Still cheerful, still of us who attend the OP events which
rain coats and expressions of resignation incisive, still Lionel. I had lunch with are truly enjoyable.
– all those things common to the British Andrew Scott Priestley and his wife
To next year then; to next year
Linda. Andrew had been my boss at
when determined to ‘Enjoy’!
an offshore construction company on and, if like me you tend to be sceptical
On reaching the Mess Hall, we Merseyside many years before, so our about the challenge of climate change,
found other worthies who had made shared memories ranged across OPs as I hope the weather confounds us and
the pilgrimage. Sadly, not as many as well as colleagues and acquaintances presents us with a summer to rival 1976.
would have appeared had the weather well remembered. We shared a table I launched upon a failed marriage that
been more generous. Still, it was good with Julian Wiggins and his wife whilst year, on the day the weather broke. Do
to see the numbers who did make the next to us were Mark Dumas and his you think there was a message in there
somewhere?”
journey, some coming from as far afield wife Nicki.
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Arthur Radley, Amy Bell, Josh Morgan, Holly Watson,
Harriet Waller, Rupert Viney, Imo Altmann

James Landers and Ken Payne

Jack Muggridge, Lucy Burnett, Tom Gent,
Paul Lawrence, Alice Hopkin, Will Hardcastle

James McKenzie, Andrew McBroom, Mark Brittain,
Claire Whitehead and Charlotte Butterworth

Honorary OP Bettina Vetter,
Rohan Batra and friend

Will Carlisle, Oliver Poynton,
Thomas Carlisle, Thomas Bishop

Charlie Rendle and Anna Wilson

Tom Matthewman and Michael Riley

John Baddley, John Bradshaw,
Alastair Cameron, Courtenay Edenborough

Guest of Honour Col. Alastair Bruce of Crionaich
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HEADMASTER’S
REPORT
“It seems only weeks ago that I submitted my last report
for the OP Magazine, so quickly has 2012 flown by,” writes
Thomas Garnier. “For all sorts of reasons, this has been
a busy and productive year and I am glad to be able to
summarise it for you. At the outset, may I say how grateful
I have been for the continuing support of the OP Society.
I have enjoyed seeing many OPs at Pangbourne at different
events, particularly Founders’ Day (although it was not
quite what we had planned because of torrential rain) and
the OP Dinner in October. I also appreciated the welcome
given to me at the Royal Yacht Squadron OP Dinner and
the Over-60s Lunch at the Turf Club.

Encouraging academic advances
Beginning with academic matters, this summer’s
results contained many encouragements and also indicated
some areas which we can focus on for the future. Seven
pupils scored AAA or better (an improvement on 2011’s
achievements). The success rate for university entrance was
high in what was a difficult year. At AS level performance
was very similar to previous cohorts. In raw numbers we
had more A and B grades than ever and there was much
from which to draw confidence. At GCSE, 90.5% of
pupils achieved more than five passes at A*-C, our highest
proportion since 1989, so it is clear that some good work
was done with this group.
The new timetable introduced at the start of the last
academic year has proved to be – in most respects – a
success. Pupils have valued the longer lessons and the
tensions on them from the co-curricular programme were
reduced. The atmosphere in College seemed less frenetic
as the number of changes from classroom to classroom was
reduced substantially.

The sporting year
It was also a good sporting year. In Rowing, the girls’
VIII won the bronze medal in the Championship VIIIs final
at the National Schools’ Regatta, a first for Pangbourne and
remarkable when the number of girls in College is compared
to our competitors. Two boys won gold in J16 coxless pairs,
setting a championship record in the process. Arabella
James and Georgia Francis, represented GB at the Coupe
de la Jeunesse, and Georgia was selected to row at the U20
Australian Youth Olympics in January 2013 – another first
for an existing student.
In Hockey, there is considerable strength. At their best,
the boys’ 1st XI destroyed their opposition but struggled
to maintain consistency. Girls’ hockey was equally strong,
with the U16 girls winning the Berkshire Indoor Cup, and
the seniors narrowly coming second in their competition on
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goal difference without losing a game. Below the 1st teams,
there is considerable potential for the future.
The weather washed out most of the Cricket season but
the number of junior cricketers involved at County level is
encouraging for the future. In Riding, one girl almost won
a place in the GB junior team, while our Novice team came
4th at the NSEA National Championships – our best ever
placing. Not to be outdone, the senior Rugby sides enjoyed
another successful season, the 2nd XV having one of its best
ever, and the 1st XV winning 75% of its matches against
tough opposition.

Flourishing Arts
The Arts remained strong with the number of pupils
involved in each continuing to rise, and I think, the
standard, too. Musically, we have no fewer than ten grade
8 musicians – more than for many years. In Drama, the
main production, Antigone, showed the depth of individual
talent in the College. David Morgan gained a place in the
National Youth Theatre.

Developing resilience
As many of you know, our ethos at the College today
is built around distinctive Flag Values. The Value that
was tested most in the Summer term was resilience. Both
the ‘Taking Responsibility’ Course and the Bronze and
Silver Duke of Edinburgh Awards demanded dogged
determination to carry on as if all was well, in torrential rain
– very British, and certainly Pangbournian! The young
Ten Tors team (our first for many years) experienced the
opposite, in the form of burning sun, but also showed great
resilience to complete the course within the time limit.
Given our small size, it is remarkable that in addition to
more than 70 3rd Formers taking the Bronze Award, there
were 58 pupils who took part in the Silver Award and an
astonishing 27 pursuing Gold. Of those in the three year
groups involved, this represents a very high participation
rate! In addition, during the summer holidays two teams
journeyed to Ecuador to take part in World Challenge
expeditions – climbing Mt. Cotopaxi, whose summit is at
5,897 m (19,347 ft) – and visiting the Galapagos Islands.
Last year also involved the 30th anniversary of the
Falklands War. In April, OP Gary Rimay-Muranyi
organised a Command Dinner for 280 senior representatives
of the many units which served in the Falklands campaign,
among them a number of other OPs. It was a very high
profile event and a privilege for the College to host in Drake
Hall. In June, almost 900 guests attended the Annual
Service of Remembrance and Thanksgiving in the Falkland
Islands Memorial Chapel. This necessitated a marquee
being added to the front door but the arrangement worked
better than it sounds! Both occasions were memorable and
a reminder that the College has a unique role in supporting
those involved in that conflict.

New buildings
The most visible sign of progress at the College in 2012
was undoubtedly the erection of three new buildings. The
Harding Communications Centre was opened in May by
OP David Harding and caused great excitement. Apart
from being a superb facility, it was equipped with a suite
of new Steinway pianos. We now have three Steinway
concert grands, including a ‘D’ (arguably the best piano in
the world, and enough to tempt me to start practising again
after a 28-year sabbatical) in the Chapel. It means that we
have become an All Steinway School, one of only three
secondary schools to have this status in the UK.

Opening the Harding Communications Centre
The new St George was completed during the summer
holidays in time for the girls to move in at the start of the
Winter term. The Anthony Hudson Pavilion (a replacement
for the cricket pavilion burned down two years ago), was
completed in the Autumn. Coupled with the outstanding
work of Ian Osbon, our Head Groundsman, and his team,
Big Side is now looking very smart.

of our teaching facilities. The reasoning perhaps needs to
be spelled out. Pangbourne has always admitted students
from across the intellectual and social spectrum. The
College’s ethos is strongly value-led, with the Flag Values
of kindness, selflessness, moral courage, industry, initiative,
resilience and integrity underpinning everything. In order
to support the development of each individual, a wide range
of activities is offered.
These aspects of Pangbourne are ones for which the
College is perhaps best known but in recent years there has
been a significant improvement in the academic culture
of the school. Looking ahead, we need to strengthen this
culture to enhance the Pangbourne Experience and remain
competitive. Currently our ability to do so is limited by the
poor condition of most of the principal academic buildings.
With our Centenary fast approaching in 2017, we have
an opportunity to demonstrate our central commitment to
teaching and learning and to transform the intellectual life of
the College by building an inspirational centre of learning at
the heart of the campus. The need is obvious and it is great.
It is my belief that our response should be bold, aiming
beyond merely replacing tired classrooms and ugly buildings
Our goal should be to create a facility which itself teaches,
inspires learning and fosters good attitudes. Such a facility
should also draw inspiration from the outstanding beauty
of the natural environment at the College and use this
creatively to support the building’s purpose.
During the 2012 Winter term we made significant
progress in completing a feasibility study, including
considering the option of proceeding in smaller steps. The
costs involved will undoubtedly be substantial but I feel
strongly that we need to be ambitious and I am confident
that I can count on the support of OPs even as the Board of
Governors explores ways of raising funds. I will keep you in
the picture as our plans develop!

Wider recognition

Thomas Garnier and Anthony Hudson
open the new pavilion on Big Side

Looking ahead
After so much activity, it is tempting to call a ‘time
out’ but we cannot afford to stand still. The considerable
momentum we have established in recent years needs to be
maintained if Pangbourne is to continue to thrive. In this
spirit plans are being worked up for a major redevelopment

Finally, I am pleased to report that the College had
recognition in two quite different ways during 2012. In
October it was confirmed that Pangbourne had been
selected to appear in the Good Schools Guide. Inclusion
in this guide is by invitation only, based on reputation
and a school visit, so this is a significant moment for us. In
November some of you may have seen a report published
by the Sutton Trust into the educational backgrounds of
the most influential people in British society. It surprised
nobody that Eton College had the largest number of former
pupils to be deemed ‘influential’ (judged by inclusion in
The Times and Sunday Times birthday list). Still, it was
gratifying to see that Pangbourne was listed in the top 100
schools ranked by those criteria.
I hope that 2013 will be as fruitful!”
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THE OP DINNER IN 2012
About 90 OPs attended the 59th OP Dinner, held on
Friday October 26th 2012 at the College. The unusual date
was due to circumstances beyond our control – in this case, the
relocation of an electricity sub-station on the campus during
the Easter holidays. This left the crucial College kitchens
without power over our usual slot during the April half term
weekend and necessitated a six month delay to the evening.
As it turned out, little was lost by the postponement and all
present agreed that the 2012 Dinner was one of the liveliest in
recent years, thanks in large measure to the excellent and much
appreciated involvement of Catering Manager Steve Williams
and Bursar (and barman) Ron Obbard.

Michael Penney, Keith Evans and Tim Lee

Speeches were made by OP Chairman Mark Dumas (6468), Guest of Honour and OP Olympian Andrew (Bart)
Simpson (90-95) who was in notably good humour, the
Headmaster of the College Thomas Garnier and the retiring
OP Society President Robin Knight (56-61).
Among others in attendance were the Chairman of the
Board of Governors Michael Allsop, the Vice Chairman of
the Board of Governors Andrew Bond, Lionel Stephens, Ian
Busby, Alan Vasa and Jim McBroom. In addition there was a
healthy and most welcome turn out by younger OPs.

James Witter, David Willoughby, Niall Flynn, Steve Davis

Alice Hopkin, Paul Lawrence, Mark Dumas,
Lauren Evans and Adrian Stow

Paul Clinch, David Willoughby, Anthony Clifford,
James Witter and William Skinner

8Larry Howard, Jordan Lightfoot, Paul Lawrence,

Will Hardcastle, Issy Mason, Rohan Batra

Michael Allsop, Geoffrey Temple,
Pip Smitham and Robin Knight

OP SPORT IN 2012
“I’m afraid that 2012 was not the
busiest year we have had for OP sports,”
reports Charlie Parry (81-85), who
coordinates all OP sport. “We were
unable to play the T20 cricket match
on Founders’ Day due to rain. The
girls’ hockey match against the College
could not be fitted into the school’s
busy schedule and rugby matches
between adult teams and school teams
have all-but ceased following new RFU
regulations. The result was that golf
was the only sport played competitively
by OPs against the College during the
year.
However, congratulations are due
to the winning 1992 Princess Elizabeth
Henley Royal Regatta rowing crew
which reformed for a row-past at
Henley last year. A full report appears in
the Reunion section of this magazine.
In June, the OPGS held its summer
meeting at Huntercombe GC, near
Henley. Twentytwo OPs competed for
the President’s Cup in the morning and
the Simon Broome and Stephen Walker
Memorial Bowl in the afternoon. I was
fortunate enough to win in the morning
with Tom Bond a very close runner
up. The foursomes were won with the
excellent score of 42 points by the two
Richards, Darlington and Givan, one
playing off scratch, the other off 18. A
point behind were Andrew Campbell
and Ken Jones.
Some of our more regular OP golfers
were unable to attend the Huntercombe
meeting due to a clash with Royal
Ascot. Nevertheless we were delighted
to welcome several new golfers to the
Society and are always on the lookout
for more! Next year’s summer meeting,
again at Huntercombe, will be on
Tuesday 18th June.
In October 16 OP golfers turned
up at The Berkshire GC to compete
against eight pupils and staff from the
College. We lent the College a few extra
players so that both sides had Ryder

1992 Princess Elizabeth Henley Royal Regatta , twenty years on
Cup-style teams of 12. We then had a
good, competitive match with the OPs
eventually winning 4-2. This is always
a fun fixture and 2012 was no exception
with some very close games.
Next year the date for our match at
The Berkshire is set for the 8th October.
I’m sure the College will appear with a
full team as the date no longer clashes
with the Seafarers’ Service in London
which in recent years has been one of
the main reasons preventing the College
having a full complement of players.
We did not enter the Grafton
Morrish Old Boys Tournament last
year as we were unable to raise a team
of sufficient standard. This year, with
the qualifying round coming to North
Hants GC, I am confident that we will
take part. The date for this event is 12th
May. If you have a low (single figure)
handicap and would like to be part of
the OP team, please contact me.

generous support of Merrick Rayner
(63-68). Further details are on the OP
website. In addition, congratulations
must go, of course, to our most recent
sailing Olympian, Andrew Simpson
(90-95), for his success in winning a
silver medal at the London Olympic
Games to go with the gold medal he
won in Beijing in 2008.
It is disappointing that our long
standing sporting contests with the
College – which admittedly has a very
full fixture list of its own these days
– are now so few and far between.
Nevertheless, I hope that we can
continue to compete with the pupils in
those sports where it is possible. I will
keep trying for a tennis match and hope
that the cricket match and girls’ hockey
match will take place again later this
year.”

Although the OP rugby team did not
play against the College XV, it did take
to the field for a fixture against a team
from The Old Tamensians Society. I
believe that they were victorious again
which is a credit to them all.
Last but not least, the OP Society
now has a sailing club open for
membership thanks to the tireless work
of Ian Williams (61-63). The Club
boasts its own Burgee and is seeking
ideas for events and members who
would like to be involved. On June
8th, 2013, the Club is planning to
hold its first-ever Rally at the Royal
Yacht Squadron, Cowes, thanks to the

The OP Sailing Club Burgee
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FORTHCOMING
EVENTS
New Zealand OPs Reunion Lunch
Royal New Zealand Yacht Squadron
Tuesday February 19th 1:00pm
Contact Nick Edwards: jnedwards@xtra.co.nz
OPs & Livery Companies - Curry Lunch
HQS Wellington on the Embankment
Friday 19th April 12:30pm for 1:00pm
Contact Sinclair Rogers: sinclairrogers@btinternet.com
Biennial Australasian Conway, Worcester
Pangbourne Reunion
23rd-26th May in Brisbane, Queensland
Contact the organising committee:
cwpq2013reunion@gmail.com
or Geoff Rae at bengairn@optusnet.com.au
OP Yacht Club Rally
8th June, Royal Yacht Squadron, Cowes
Contact Ian Williams: woofwilliams@gmail.com
Summer meeting of the OP Golf Society
Tuesday 18th June at Huntercombe GC
Contact Charlie Parry: charlie@ward-thomas.co.uk
Australia & New Zealand OP Reunion weekend
150th anniversary celebration to mark the first
Devitt & Moore ship to reach Australasia
October 4th/5th/6th in Melbourne
Contact Richard Strachan: richard.strachan@bigpond.com
OP Golf Society vs The College
October 8th at The Berkshire GC, Ascot
Contact Charlie Parry: charlie@ward-thomas.co.uk
Over-60s lunch
Tuesday 19th November, Turf Club, London SW1
12.30pm for 1:00pm
Contact Mark Dumas: mark@dumas.be
OP Society Committee Meetings 2013
Tuesday 19th February; Thursday 6th June;
Wednesday 9th October
We meet at 6:00pm at the Naval Club,
38 Hill Street, Mayfair, London W1J 5NS.
All OPs are most welcome to attend.
Contact: anthony_clifford@hotmail.com
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NEWS OF OPs
All OPs of every vintage are encouraged to post news
about themselves in the ‘News of OPs’ section of the OP
website www.oldpangbournian.co.uk. OPs are also urged to
contribute their Memories of Pangbourne to the site and to
post examples of the distinct Pangbourne vocabulary as part
of the ‘History of Pangbourne’ centenary book project.
On a related theme, any OP who took part in the
1939-45 Battle of the Atlantic – the longest continuous
military campaign in World War II – is urged to contact
Captain Stephen Taylor (55-60), chairman of the HQS
Wellington Trust. During 2012 the Trust won lottery
funding for an exhibition on the Wellington about the
fighting in the Atlantic and Steve is anxious to unearth
first-person material.

Andrew Gordon-Lennox (62-66)
began a third career as the Clerk to the Worshipful
Company of Glaziers and Painters of Glass in September,
2012. The company, number 53 in the City order of
Livery precedence, has its Hall on the river at the south
side of London Bridge. It concentrates on the artistic
side of glass manufacture.
After 25 years in the Royal Navy, ending up as the
Defence Attache in Copenhagen from 1998-2001,
Andrew joined the Royal College of Defence Studies
as College Secretary in May 2001. He took early
retirement from the civil service in 2011. Home today is
a busy village close to the sea on the Sussex/Hampshire
border. Married to Julia, he has two grown-up, married
sons.

Louis Carrel (62-67)
lives in Limassol, Cyprus, and has let the OP Society
know that he would be happy to be the contact for that
area. His e-mail is louiscarrel@btinternet.com Louis
had lived in Cyprus for some 14 years when M.D. of
V Ships and decided to stay on in retirement two years
ago, so he knows the island well.

Jeffrey Evans (61-66)
has been elected to the
ancient office of Sheriff
of the City of London for
2012/13, often a precursor
to election as Lord Mayor.
After the NCP Jeffrey
went to Pembroke College,
Cambridge where he read
Economics. His career in
the City started in 1972
as a graduate trainee with

The Evans Shrieval
coat of arms

which he served in
The Life Guards for
four years. In his
words: “It all seems a
very long time ago!”

Clarkson’s, the shipbrokers. Since then he has worked in
several departments in the company and in 1979 became
Managing Director of its successful Gas Division.
Clarksons is now the world’s largest shipbroker. Jeffrey
is also a director of Maritime London, a member of the
Baltic Exchange and a Liveryman of the Shipwrights
Company (he was Prime Warden 2006/07). He is
married to Juliet and has two sons.

Nick Courtney (58-62)
began working as an agent for Colin Tennant on the
Caribbean island of Mustique in 1971 and remained
involved with the mercurial Lord Glenconner (as he
later became) to the end of his life. They were working
together on Tennant’s autobiography when he died in
2010. Appointed as the peer’s literary executor, Courtney
decided to carry on where the pair had left off. The result
is a warts-and-all biography reviewed elsewhere in this
magazine.

Mark Martin (79-84)
studied Urban Land Management at what was
Portsmouth Polytechnic after he left the College.
“Subsequently I worked in London’s West End for
most of the 1990s at Hillier Parker buying, selling and
leasing property as an agent for such clients as the Crown
Estate and Land Securities,” he writes. “The move
to Sydney in 1997 was very much a lifestyle decision.
Nearly 15 years later the outdoor lifestyle continues to
be a major draw for myself, my wife and three children.
There aren’t many places where, 20 minutes after work,
you can be jumping into crystal blue surf from a clean,
golden sandy beach! Since arriving in Australia I’ve
worked with Colliers International mainly focusing on
office buildings in Macquarie Park which is the country’s
Silicon Valley. The bedrock of my client base is large
financial institutions.”

Richard Morrell (76-80)
After completing his Arts degree, Richard worked
in California for several years, developing his own
photographic style using an old-fashioned 5x4 film
camera and combining it with what was then new
computer illustration and image manipulation. This led
to commercial contracts with image libraries, magazines
and book publishers. He is now Creative Director of
Sophie Morrell, a publishing company based in Stone,
South Yorkshire - www.sophiemorrell.com. The
company produces “cute and quirky” images for various
forms of print including greetings cards and framed
prints.

Rupert Meacher (87-90)
has been Assistant Clerk at The Worshipful Company of
Cutlers for the last eight years. He went to the Cutlers’
after five years working as a Private Secretary, before

Rupert Meacher
(87-90)

Justin Gummer (86-92)
contacted the OP Society to let us know that he is living
in Adelaide, South Australia, and was happy to offer
his services as a point of contact for anyone needing to
know anything about Adelaide, or needing assistance or
wanting to meet up. His email address is justingummer@
adam.com.au

Felix Spender (71-76)
left the Army (Royal Irish Rangers) in 2011 and now
lives near Warminster with his wife Charlotte. They have
two daughters. He finished as a Lieutenant Colonel.

Barney Spender (76-81)
The London Olympic Games involved OPs in a
number of ways. In Paris, fresh from completing a half
marathon, Barney spent his time in the Eurosport HQ
commentating
on
gymnastics in a poky
studio in Issy-lesMoulieaux watching
the same pictures
that you had at home
and trying to inject
some insight and
some semblance of
atmosphere into the
events. Not easy.
“The reason for this
was purely financial.
It was too expensive
even for rights holders
to move lock, stock
Barney Spender completes
and barrel of ale to the
the Paris half marathon
IBC. Some went but
others like us, who were giving the 3D commentary,
had to stay behind. Even so, it was still great fun to do,
especially the gymnastics which, I will admit freely is not
a specialist subject of mine.
“My own experience as a gymnast extends no further
than Drake Hall - “Sharky” Cook hollering at us to
leap over the box (I hesitate to call it a vault) and some
rope-climbing, which was, of course, an Olympic event
until 1932 - the same year that club swinging, a popular
Pangbourne tradition in the days before I stumbled across
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Big Side, also made its Olympic farewell. The closest I
had been to uneven bars was during my time as a student
in Dublin when I spent way too much time in O’Neill’s
of Suffolk Street. Ditto parallel bars. As for high bars,
that is a story in itself. So – some great memories from
the commentary box but not from London itself. Still, I
can think of worse ways to earn a living.”

Olivia Rendle (04-11)
was chosen to run in the Olympic Torch relay at
Thatcham on Wednesday 11th July. Olivia was selected
on account of her indomitable spirit, good humour,
kindness and friendship shown in the face of adversity
– and her frustration of not being able to row due to a
medical condition.

Mike Beavington (59-63)
was one of the 70,000 volunteers at the London Olympic
Games - a member of the Accreditation Team at the
Rowing and Sprint Canoe Village at Egham. The job
itself, he recalls, was mainly concerned with producing
the big laminated passes. “We also had to issue passes
for the workforce who came do jobs around the village.
The validation process included checking identity from
passports or ID cards. We had Border Control Agency
people on hand to help us with any queries.
I spent all my shifts except one at the Rowing Village
at Royal Holloway College. The other shift was at
Eton Dorney where, on the day between the rowing
finishing and the sprint canoe races starting, I went
around the whole site
changing access codes
at the entrances to
the different parts
of the site. It was
an interesting time
and it was good to
interact with the team
members. One of
the best perks of the
job was being invited
to the final rehearsal
for
the
opening
ceremony.
Seeing
that from inside the
stadium was a great
Games-maker Mike Beavington experience.”

Merrick Rayner (68-73)
went down to Weymouth to support Bart Simpson
(90-95) and Iain Percy in their Star class Olympic sailing
medal race. He let us know that the pair “were extremely
gutted to be robbed on the line by a fickle wind. I
thought Bart handled the BBC interview immediately
after the race with great aplomb considering how they
must have been feeling. Shortly afterwards I received
an email from Ben Ainslie who, whilst commiserating
with the cruel outcome, commented that they were still
champions.” I emailed Bart after the event. One of the
things I wrote was that “as a modest sailor I am so proud
of your achievements (a Gold and a Silver medal). As an
Old Pangbournian you are such a positive image for the
College. You make us all very proud.”
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Olivia Rendle took part in the Olympic Torch Relay
Over 50 friends and family came to support Olivia as
she ran her 300 metre leg of the relay. Since the run,
she has been invited to a primary school and a church
fete to show the torch and talk about her experiences.
Olivia’s Olympic involvement continued after the run
as she worked as a ‘games maker’ volunteer as part of the
security team at Eton Dorney Olympic rowing event.

Richard Shuttleworth (57-62)
was driving for RDS, the French-speaking arm of
Canadian Broadcast Services. “We were based at the
International Broadcast Centre (IBC) a vast building in
the N-W corner of the Olympic Park. There were four
teams on the French side consisting of a presenter and a
cameraman. Each day it was decided where our teams
would go. I normally picked up a team each morning
from their hotel and delivered them back in the evening
or early morning. Our company provided 33 drivers
and most were ex-police drivers from Royal Protection,
Special Escort Group etc. We were never late or lost!
The Canadians told us later that their biggest worry had
been transportation.
“I went to Plymouth, Greenwich Park, Eton Dorney,
Hampton Court, The Mall, Excel and the Olympic
Park. Of course using the ‘Zil’ lanes, especially along the
Embankment, made life much better. My personal pass
and my car pass took me everywhere. I watched Serena
Williams as she wiped out Maria Sharapova and had a
good close up of Ms. Sharapova as she was interviewed
next to us in the box! Also saw Sir Chris Hoy and the
others win their medals at the Velodrome when I had a
couple of spare hours. My abiding memory is the friendly
volunteers who checked our passes all the time and of the
men and women from the services who were awesome.”

Dr. James Allenby (57-62)
led a committee of volunteers formed by the West
Devon Pre-Games Training Camp Working Group
to attract an overseas country to come and train in the
West Devon area before the Olympic Games. Swaziland
responded and two athletes, both sprinters, arrived in
Devon ahead of the Games to train at the recently-built
athletics track at Tavistock College while staying at the
residential facilities at nearby Kelly College. In the event
both participants were eliminated in the first round of
competition. But each recorded a best personal time,
set new national records, returned home to a hero’s
welcome and said how impressed they had been with
the hospitality shown them in the UK.

Danny Lee (69-74)
Away from the Olympic Games, Danny has been
leading the Environment Agency’s Solent Pollution
Prevention and Control team. This involves applying
pollution prevention and control regulations to limit
the environmental impact of certain industrial activities
through a permit process. He is also Executive Director
of the Environment Agency’s Self Sustaining Building
Programme. This involves establishing a clear “pathway”
for buildings to operate free from external utilities and
infrastructure with minimal energy demand and their
own power generation.

Robin Paine (55-58)
reports that in June he and his wife Sandra went on
a spectacular cruise of the Norwegian fjords and
Spitsbergen on board the Cunard cruise liner ‘Queen
Elizabeth.’
The guest speaker was Ivar Hellberg (56-60). The two
had not seen each other since they were at the NCP 54
years ago. “We had our photo taken outside the Roald
Amundsen statue at Spitsbergen, about 650 miles from
the North Pole,” writes Robin. “Ivar’s father knew
Amundsen and led one of the search parties to look for
him after he went missing in 1928 in Spitzbergen.”

James Ash (95-02)
has been working for the London-based public relations
and communications company Liberty Conms Ltd as an
Account Manager since July, 2012. Previously he had
worked for Spreckley partners - another London-based
PR firm - in various capacities from 2009-12. After
Pangbourne James went to Loughborough University
where he was awarded a 2:1 in International Relations
and played golf for the university.

Anthony Fenwick-Wilson (53-57)
After five “tough” years Anthony sold 33% of his
turbine business, C-FEC, for £3.5m in mid-April. This
made the company debt-free and cash flow positive.
Completion of the final phase of the project, including
the manufacture of the C-feg wind turbine and the
AQUA-feg water turbine, will take place over the next
two years. After that Anthony is hoping to sell licenses to
India, Japan and China.

John Faulkner (51-54)
reports that following graduation from the Royal Naval
College, Dartmouth, he did the required sea time and
gained his wings with the RAF. Apart from other flying
postings he served on aircraft carriers as a fighter pilot. In
1967 he moved to Australia and joined Qantas and since
then flew Boeing 707,747, and 767 aircraft. He retired
as Manager Flight Safety and Deputy Head of Safety of
Qantas Airways in 1994.
The following year he was appointed Deputy Chairman
of the Board of the Australian Air Traffic System.
After five years he left the Board in June 2000. Other
activities include conducting a number of airline safety
audits. In the 2003 Queen’s Birthday Honours he was
made a Member of the Order of Australia for services to
the aviation industry. Last year he decided to return to
the UK for family reasons. He is now chairman of the
National Airspace Library Working Group and on the
Council of the Royal Aeronautical Society.

Simon Devitt (77-82)
has been Director, Recruitment Media at Incisive Media
for the past couple of years. “Essentially I’m an online and
offline publisher,” he writes. “Prior to Incisive Media I
worked with Haymarket Business Media for four years
where I was responsible for making the online business
there a commercial success.”

Ivar Hellberg (left) and Robin Paine on Spitsbergen

After Pangbourne Simon attended King’s College,
London University where he gained a BSc in
Environmental Biology. He then moved into recruitment
selling with VNU/ Accountancy Age before going to
Cass Business School in 1990-91 and later returning
to VNU Business Publications. From 1998-2006 he
worked with the Audit Bureau of Circulation, Findlay
Publications and fish4.
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Alex Hunter (89-96)
one of three OP Reps in Sydney, lives on the beach in
Manly, New South Wales. He is Head of Recruitment
& Careers at Australia’s largest Life Insurer, TAL. If
Alex isn’t on the golf course or at work he can be found
catching up with fellow Pangbournians Sophie Moran
and Jon Carson over a couple of cold schooners and a
snag or two on the barbie. Alex says that he is always
keen to meet with any Pangbournians - young or old who are passing through Sydney or thinking of stopping
for longer. hunter_alex@hotmail.com

William Pickering (97-03)
went to the University of Wales, Bangor, after
Pangbourne and studied Marine Zoology. In February
2008 he joined the RAF and has been flying as a pilot
since then. Earlier this year he attended a Morgan Stanley
Military Open Day in preparation for a possible move
back to civilian life later in 2012.

Rob McAllister (96-01)
is also thinking of moving to civilian life. Currently a
Captain in the Army, Rob has been contemplating
a career in banking, possibly starting in 2013. After
Pangbourne he went to Oxford Brookes (2001-04)
and then RMA Sandhurst (2006). He spent 2008-09
learning Arabic. In 2011 he served in Iraq as part of the
NATO Training Mission

Shaun Maynard (60-64)

Alex and Bonnie Hunter and friends at Sydney CG

Chris Williams (48-51)
was badly injured when he slipped on snow-covered
sheet ice and banged his head passing through Moscow in
April, following a successful winter ice sailing campaign
in Siberia. With a bit of a headache he proceeded on his
way home. By the time he reached Amsterdam airport his
headache had worsened, his speech had become slurred
and he was losing grip in his left hand. He was taken
to a nearby teaching hospital where neuro-specialists
performed two emergency operations. Gradually the
seizures he was suffering reduced in number and his
speech became clearer. He was then ambulanced from
Amsterdam to Winchester. By early May he was out of
hospital and emailed that “my recovery is progressing well
with balance, coordination and confidence improving
daily.”

Tim Everard (48-52)
told us that he served in the Royal Navy until 1977
mainly in submarines in the Med or Australia. He then
joined the RAN as a contract officer and spent eight
years with their SM service. After this he became an
early organic avocado farmer in Old for three years. Later
“the lure of a salary took me back to Sydney” where he
joined Rockwell who had won the contract to supply
the Collins Class SMs for the RAN’s combat system. “I
spent 13 years with many others trying to achieve this.
The whole project was not a great success!” I finally
retired and after some more years in Sydney moved
back to Queensland to live near our son. We are on the
Sunshine Coast and were lucky to avoid all last year’s
(2011) water disasters that befell Queensland.”
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is based in Johannesburg, but was in London and New
York on business in March. In the UK he saw Sam
Strachan and Garth Macdonald. Whilst in London
Shaun also bumped in to Nick Beattie in Pall Mall. Nick
recognised Shaun from his “proudly worn” OP tie. In
South Africa Shaun hears about Richard Brooke-Hart
from time to time. Richard runs his own successful ships
agency and NVOCC container business in Durban.
He is ex P&O/BI, a Master Mariner and currently
Chairman of the SA branch of the Institute of Chartered
Shipbrokers - “and doing a fine job” according to Shaun
(also in the shipping business).

Rick Newling-Ward (87-91)
relocated to Melbourne, Australia with his wife Annie
and daughter Piper in 2011. He lives in Prahran, a
trendy inner suburb and works as an interior designer
specialising in restaurant designs. One of his recent
commissions was to design the interior of Jamie Oliver’s
new restaurant in Sydney.

Alex Heaton (87-91)
Alex, who is in contact with Rick Newling-Ward, lives
in Elwood, Melbourne, with his wife, daughter and son.
He writes: “We all love living by and sailing on the bay
and taking advantage of all the great sporting facilities
that Melbourne has. I cycle as much as possible after
my windsurfing career failed dismally! For my sins,
I also coach U9 Australian Rules football.” Alex left
Pangbourne in 1991. He says that he “had a great time at
the College and still keep in contact with a lot of friends
who are now all over the world.” He works in Port
Melbourne for a company called smarterBATHROOMS
www.smarterbathrooms.com.au

Charles Pettit (73-76)
“spent a few years sowing wild oats in Spain, Italy,
Morocco and the West Indies before settling back in

Argentina, 1,000km from Buenos Aires. Here I worked
my way up from under manager to administrator in a
large land company for nine years. Then I managed the
family agricultural business for a further 15 years.” He is
now the OP Rep in Argentina.
He adds: “I have a consulting business Argentina
Consultancy (cpettit@argentinaconsultancy.com) advising
foreign investors on how to go about things in Argentina.
I also run my own farm which consists mainly of cattle,
forestry and yerba mate. I’m married with five children.
I sail in the River Plate. I’ve sailed from Buenos Aires via
Punta del Este (Uruguay) to Rio Grande do Sul (Brazil)
and back to qualify for my skipper’s certificate which is
obligatory to be able to sail outside the boundaries of the
River Plate.”

Jeff Beech-Garwood (71-75)
is another OP Rep. He went to Imperial College,
London University, after Pangbourne and studied
Computer Science. He has stuck with computers ever
since and that work took him to St. Paul, Minnesota,
USA, some 13 years ago. He is married to a Minnesotan
“so I’ll probably end up staying in America.”

Barty Carson (01-06)
After Pangbourne Barty attended the University of the
West of England and was awarded a degree in Sports
Science. He then went on to the Oxford Business &
Media School before joining The Career Boutique as a
recruitment administrator. This led to a job with CCL
Group as an IT recruitment consultant specialising in
placements in the Thames Valley. After a year there
he joined Keith Prowse where he specialises in onsite
corporate hospitality facilities at Twickenham rugby
stadium.

Alastair Fleming (74-81)
went to the University of Brighton after Pangbourne
where he studied Architectural Design and Architecture.
Then he moved to Australia and for the past 22 years
has headed Alastair Fleming Associates. The company
provides creative, design and project management
services in Victoria, Australia, for the performing arts,
exhibitions, theme parks and public and corporate events.
Alastair lives in Mt. Macedon outside Melbourne.

Tim Hendley (49-53)
writes from the United States that “in 2008, quite by
chance, I arrived in Myanmar (Burma) only ten days
after Cyclone Nargis had caused so much death and
destruction in the Irrawaddy Delta area in May. The
government was slow in letting NGOs in to help. One
of the women working in my travel agency in Yangon
had given up her job to devote full time to volunteer
relief work in the delta. It was through her, that I was

able to obtain a Permission Letter to visit Bogalay, only
recently opened to outsiders, on a subsequent trip in
January 2009.”

Tim Hendley in Myanmar
On this trip Tim took along $40 of school supplies with
him and visited three primary schools “which gladly
accepted the books, pens, pencils, rulers and erasers
which we distributed.” Later that year he donated the
equivalent of $1,500 raised by friends to a desk project in
Pyin Daung Dwin school near Labutta. With this money,
a local carpenter constructed 30 desks with seating for
120 students. Then in May, 2010, he found use for a
solar panel left over from the sale of his Contessa 26. “It
had been sitting in my garage, doing nothing for a couple
of years. After careful packing and safe shipment, it has
found a home at a private school project in Myanmar,
allowing the students to study and read at night after the
town’s generators have been turned off.”

Dick Scudamore (63-66)
is another OP living in Oz. He is based in Wannahup,
Western Australia, a two hour drive south of Perth and
reports that he is “still at sea, serving as a Chief Engineer.”

Alex Bourant (06-09)
is now at the University of Arts, London, and loving it
following a spell at Henley 6th Form College.

OPs IN FRANCE
The first meeting of the OP Society (France branch) took
place at the No Problem cafe in Montmartre, Paris on
October 4. Numbers-wise it was a tad lower than hoped –
two to be exact – but what the meeting lacked in quantity
it made up for in quality as Les Vaizey (67-72) and
Barney Spender (76-81) savaged the French language at
some volume and forced the delightful Nathalie, their longsuffering patron, to rummage through the cave for a wine
that might match the calibre of bottle to be found once upon
a time in Richard Norris’ fine cellar at Hesperus.
Les, who has lived in France since punching his Pangbourne
ticket, was on his way to Gabon where he is involved in
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what he euphemistically calls “logistics” for UTC Overseas.
Barney was fresh out of the commentary booth where
he had been putting his ‘A’ level French to good use by
commentating on the Cricket World 20:20 for Eurosport
France (“Didn’t see that one coming, did you Buzzers?” he
chuckled into his glass).
Both are keen to see more OPs in their various parts of France.
Les is based down south in Gémenos, a small village close to
Marseille, where he has established an anarchist commune
(http://communelibreduportgemenos.typepad.fr/). Barney is based
in the Ile de France where he still stubbornly refuses to get a
grown-up job. Although he recently started working for the
Sunday and Daily Telegraph, he saves his better ramblings
for his blog (http://barneyspender.wordpress.com/).
The pair share a vision that OPs in France can contribute
something to the College as a touchstone for the French

A select OP reunion in Paris; Barney on left, Les on right
department and, maybe, as a means of helping French ‘A’
level students find internships in French companies. To do
this, though, though, they need more participation from
OPs in France to make this happen. And that will be an aim
for 2013-14.

OP REUNIONS IN 2012
The year 2012 proved to be a banner one for OP reunions. Yet in reality the accounts here may well be the tip
of the iceberg. OPs often get together, formally and informally, but less often let the OP Society know about it!
between a summer home in Kent and
a summer home north of Auckland.
Peter Shaw (58-62) also is retired
- and recovering well from a serious
operation.

l to r: Tim Le Couteur, Peter Shaw, Barry Thompson, Craig Peploe, Simon Marriott,
Graham Jex, Robin Paine, Fran Crowther (Pearson), Mike Jackson, Robin Knight,
Val Were, Nick Edwards, Keith Mann, Phil Hickling
At an OP Reunion lunch in
Auckland on February 20th, 2012,
OP Society President Robin Knight
(56-61), by coincidence visiting New
Zealand at the time, encountered many
new OP faces.
“Our host was Craig Peploe (7880), general manager of the Royal New
Zealand Yacht Squadron clubhouse for
the past 12 years. Craig claims that he
had a chequered time at Pangbourne
and never expected to be hosting OP
events! But now well settled on the
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other side of the world, he was happy to
oblige and did us proud.
The OP Rep in Auckland, Nick
Edwards (55-58), is retired after a
career at sea. So is Phil Hickling (5356), Mike Jackson (52-56), Barry
Thompson (42-45), Val Were (3841) and Keith Mann (45-49) – all exMN officers who swallowed the anchor
and migrated south. Robin Paine (5558) – another former MN officer before
becoming a successful businessman in
the travel industry – divides his time

Tim Le Couteur (58-62) sails
for a living and is based on the North
Island coast near Auckland. Much of
his time is devoted to charter sailing in
the Mediterranean. Simon Marriott
(64-68) owns a smallholding on North
Island having previously served in
the British Army (Rifle Brigade) and
worked in rhino conservation in Kenya.
Graham Jex (67-71) and Charlie
Fowler (83-90) met in NZ through
a shared interest in rowing. Then they
found themselves colleagues at work.
Graham is employed by the NZ police
and operates a launch in Auckland
harbour. Charlie also works in the
harbour - for the customs authorities.
Fran Crowther (nee Pearson) left
the College in 1996 - one of the first
girls to attend Pangbourne. Now the
mother of two small children and
married to Simon, an engineer, she
lives in Hamilton, south of Auckland,
on North Island.”

At a lunch in the City of London held for Richard
(Sam) Strachan (58-62) who was visiting from Australia,
the 15 OPs present had varied life stories to recount. Among
them:
Jonathan Fitzgerald (59-61) worked for Reuters on
the business side for 23 years, many of them in Asia. He is
retired and lives in Bonchurch on the Isle of Wight. Mike
Tulloch (58-62) served in the Army for 35 years and then
had a Retired Officer job before finally retiring himself.
Andrew Scott-Priestley (58-62) still works in the
headhunting business when the opportunity arises, focusing
on the oil and gas industry, and claims that he has more than
enough to do.
Richard Shuttleworth (57-62) has retired from
London’s air ambulance helicopter rescue service. Instead
he lectures on cruise ships and does shifts as a chauffeur
for an upmarket limousine service run by a friend. Tony
Morrow (58-62) is The Clerk to the Worshipful Company
of Butchers.
Mike Nicholson (57-61), after a career in the Army,
runs The List - a networking organisation for ex-service

(Back, l to r) Anthony Sainthill, Mike Tulloch, Richard Givan,
Jonathan Fitzgerald, David Keith-Welsh, Andrew Scott-Priestley,
Mike Nicholson, Adrian Stow, Richard Shuttleworth, Andrew
Herbert (Front) Nigel Hollebone, Tony Morrow, Ian Shuttleworth,
Richard (Sam) Strachan, Robin Knight
personnel starting out in civilian life. Richard Givan
(57-60) remains in the shipbroking business. 1962 leavers
Richard Strachan, Nigel Hollebone, Ian Shuttleworth,
Andrew Herbert and Anthony Sainthill have retired. So
has David Keith-Welsh (58-62); he was thirsting for a new
adventure in South America after his 26,000km drive down
Africa in 2010.

Our new President Nigel Hollebone (59-63) was at a
Shipwrights dinner at Drapers Hall at the end of April and
wore his OP bow tie. He didn’t need to! Other OPs in attendance
included retired shipbroker Anthony Hopkins (38-42) looking
20 years younger than his age, Jeffrey Evans (61-66), Charles Du
Cane (53-56), Sean Gay (63-66) and Charlotte Butterworth
(nee Drake; 94-97) who was one of the first two girls to attend
Pangbourne. Later Charlotte entered the Royal Navy as a lawyer. She
is now a governor of the College.
(l to r): Sean Gay, Merrick Rayner,
Charlotte Butterworth, Richard Givan,
Tony Hopkins, Jeffrey Evans, William Gibbons

The group, reinforced by Richard Givan (57-60) and Merrick
Rayner (68-73), re-formed to watch the Royal Pageant go down the
Thames on a rainy morning in June.

In early October the biennial dinner for OP members of the Royal Yacht Squadron and their guests was held
in Cowes, hosted by Merrick Rayner (68-73). The Guest of Honour was our double Olympic gold medallist Rodney
Pattisson (57-61). Rodney made a fascinating speech describing how he owed some of his success to the patronage of another
OP, Admiral Sir Ian Mcgeoch
(28-31) who happened to be his
commanding officer in 1967 when
he needed time off from his RN
duties to prepare for the Mexico
Games.
Some of the OPs present were
Alastair Shaw (54-59) and his
brother Michael Shaw (5559), John Fisher (68-73), Roly
Franks (42-45), James Maitland
(57-60), Peter Mumford (64-68)
and Ian Shuttleworth (57-62).
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Mid-May was marked by
a drinks reception at the
Hurlingham Club in London
hosted by the generous Secretary
of the club Rear Admiral Niall
Kilgour (63-68) for seagoing
OPs – defined as anyone who had
served or was serving in the Royal
Navy, Royal Marines or the
merchant marine. An enjoyable
evening was had by about 30 OPs
and their partners.

To mark the 20th anniversary of the 1992 win by the
College First VIII in the Princess Elizabeth Challenge Cup
at Henley Royal Regatta, the Henley Stewards consented to
a reunion row on the Henley course on the Saturday
of the 2012 regatta.

making well-aimed comments at the crew such as “In the
1992 final you equalled the Barrier record in 1 minute and
50 seconds. You lot have just done it in 2 minutes and 50
seconds!”
On completion of the row, and having modestly
acknowledged the admiration of the ‘WAGS’ and assorted
small offspring we enjoyed well-earned refreshment at the
Pangbourne marquee kindly hosted by the Headmaster.
Mike Brooke summed up the feelings of us all with some
well-chosen words in memory of Simon and reflecting on
how proud Simon was to row in the crew. The reunion was
brought to a close at a dinner in Marlow that evening where
photos and memories did the rounds and plans laid for our
30-year reunion.”

Crew of 1992: Bow: James Mackenzie; 2: Michael Everett;
3: Steven Cross; 4: Andrew Kershaw; 5: Paul Baller;
6: Simon Brooke (sub. Mike Brooke); 7: Mark Hamilton;
Str Richard Hamilton (sub. David Rendle);
Cox Liam O’Flaherty.
“After several months of increasingly hilarious email
communications,” writes David Rendle (71-78) “six
members of the crew presented themselves for a practice
outing at Pangbourne on Friday 29th June. Mike Brooke
(61-66) rowed in place of his greatly missed son Simon and
I rowed in place of Richard Hamilton (88–92) who was
unable to make it over from Australia.
Prior to the rowing Mike Brooke christened the new boat
‘Simon Brooke’ and Mark Hamilton repeated the exercise
with the boat ‘Mark Hamilton’. Then, rowing in the same
boat and blades used in 1992, the crew rowed a practice
outing on the Pangbourne reach. This was unanimously
deemed to have been a success and a credit to the training
that some had undertaken beforehand!
So to Henley and the big day. Sporting (in some cases)
the original lycra, the crew rowed the full course at the
lunchtime interval starting in torrential rain and finishing in
bright sunshine. Cox Liam O’Flaherty (89-93) stood out,
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Rolling back the years...
In November another successful and convivial Over
60s lunch was held at the Turf Club in London.
Hosted by club member Mark Dumas (64-68), it was
attended by 30 OPs, Lionel Stephens and Headmaster,
Thomas Garnier.
Some new faces and several ‘repeat offenders’ turned
up including Peter Murison (50-54), Graham Hart
(51-56), Reg James (54-58), Sinclair Rogers (5558), James Maitland (57-60), Nicholas Courtney
(58-62), Robin Batt (61-64), Alastair Cameron
(61-65) and Andy Child (63-67).

A Reunion of a different sort was organised in September
by Anthony Clifford (75-82) who worked hard to track
down and invite OPs of ‘the class of ‘77’ to a nostalgic
weekend at a hotel near Wallingford. He writes: “A couple
of years ago I realised that in 2012 it would be 30 years since
I left Pangbourne. So I began seeking out as many people as
possible for a reunion. After an inauspicious start of finding
only two of my classmates’ details on the OP website I was
pleased that one of them, Simon Parker, seemed as keen as
I was on seeking long-lost friends. He quickly unearthed a
handful through Google and nearly all of them had kept in
contact with at least one other classmate.

“As part of our search, we had a few drinks together.
On the first occasion we met at the Running Horse pub
in Mayfair in November, 2010. James Carr, Simon Parker,
Al Attwood, Geoffrey Churcher, Charles O’Shaughnessy
and myself turned up. A second gathering six months later
attracted nine people. The real breakthrough came when 16
of us met up at the Running Horse in October 2011. A final
drinks reunion (before the dinner) in May 2012 was graced
with the presence of William Pattison who was in London
on business from Cape Town, and David Parkes who was
visiting family from Toronto, Canada.
Our Reunion Dinner was held on a Saturday night at
the end of September at The Springs Hotel in North Stoke
near Wallingford. The plan had been to attend a parade at the
College next morning. That proved impossible as parades
are not now held every Sunday. I reached the hotel at
midday to find Kurt Sturken, who I hadn’t seen in 30 years,
and Mark Haynes who I hadn’t seen since we bumped into
each other in Soho when he was on the beat with the Met
police in the 1980s. The three of us had opted to play golf on
the hotel course in
the
afternoon
–
a
pleasant
experience; some
good golf was
played as well!
By the time
we got back to the
hotel
classmates
had begun to drift
in well in advance

of the dinner. It was time to reacquaint ourselves with our
pasts. There were some nervous handshakes and quizzical
looks but before long a common phrase could be heard
around the room: “Oh, I remember…” as guys picked up
where they had left off 30 years earlier or, in many cases, 32
years earlier for those who had left after the 5th form. I will
never understand the random recollections people hold after
so many years! Eventually we all shuffled into the private
dining room I had booked and had a very good dinner with
plenty of wine. The Macquarie clan took one table (nine
representatives) closely followed by Illawarra with seven. Out
of about 66 people in our class year, 29 attended the reunion.
Several had travelled great distances to be there – Ken Kerr
from Singapore, Mark Haynes from Sri Lanka, William
Pattison from South Africa, Kurt Sturken from Germany.
Others wanted to attend but couldn’t for various reasons.
“My abiding memory of the evening is of the smiles on
people’s faces and the laughter to be heard as we all caughtup on what had happened to us since we left the College.
Even one of our group who said he had “hated” his time
at Pangbourne put that feeling aside to attend the dinner
and meet old friends again. I’m sure that the bonds we reformed that evening
will survive. I now
have more than 50
contact details for
our year group and
am certain there will
be other reunions in
the years to come.
Until the next one
chaps!”

DECADE REPS
The following OPs, each representing a decade of
leavers, facilitate OP reunions and other OP social
events. We need a representative for the 1990s. If you
wish to suggest an event or to take part in one contact:
1930s Keith Evans: Tel: 01428 642122
1940s Michael Penney: styrman29@yahoo.co.uk
1950s Adrian Stow: adrian.stow@btinternet.com
1960s David Nicholson: David.Nicholson@pgs.com
1970s Steve Davis: stephenpauldavis@goooglemail.com
1980s Charlie Parry: charlie@ward-thomas.co.uk
1980s William Skinner: william.skinner@dege-skinner.co.uk
1990s William Donaldson: wdonaldson@tri.co.uk
2000s Lucy Hamblin-Rooke: lhr2008@live.co.uk
2000s Paul Lawrence: paullawrence1@live.co.uk
2010s Larry Howard: lawrence.howard@hotmail.co.uk
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OPs IN THE NEWS 2012
hit the headlines several times during
the year. At the end of April he was
listed as the 92nd wealthiest individual
in the UK by The Sunday Times
Magazine. The magazine made him the
highest riser on its 2011 “rich list” and
estimated his end-2011 fortune at £800
million.

February Michael Smith
(60-65) and Anjali Guptara (9599) cooperated to write a joint report
for a newsletter put out by Initiatives
of Change. Their focus was a national
forum which had brought together
100 community and faith leaders and
representatives of non-governmental
organisations to discuss the English
urban riots of 2011 and their aftermath.
In

Later in the year Anjali hosted
and introduced the UK premiere of a
film about slavery in the 21st century.
This was shown in the Vue West End
cinema in London’s Leicester Square in
June. Nefarious – Merchant of Souls tells
the story of girls and young women
who are tricked, sold or kidnapped
into sex trafficking. After the film
Anjali introduced one of the former
sex workers sitting in the audience as
well as a panel of spokespeople from
organisations involved in tackling
what is a global problem. The film
subsequently toured around the UK.
Five months after taking over as
Defence Secretary Philip Hammond
visited Helmand province at the end
of March and “braved a foot patrol”
from a joint British-Afghan base to the
local police station according to a report
in The Times. The senior British
officer in the area was Lt. Col. Tom
Copinger-Symes (82-87) who led
the patrol and was shown next to the
Defence Secretary in the accompanying
photo in the newspaper.

Lt Col Tom Copinger-Symes with Minister
of Defence in Afghanistan March 2012
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Film-maker Ken Russell (42-44)
Film-maker Ken Russell (4244) may have died in November, 2011,
but he remained in the news in 2012. In
March film clubs across London united
in a tribute, Ken Russell Forever, which
involved running most of his films over
ten days in ten venues. The same month
The Times published an article Russell
had completed days before his death
about the restoration and DVD release
of what he termed his “masterpiece” the film The Devils which appeared in
1971. At the end of April Russell was
back in the news again when a story in
The Sunday Telegraph revealed that he
had left his entire £850,000 estate to
his fourth wife, cutting out his eight
children from three earlier marriages.
Captain Ian Tew (56-60) found
himself the centre of attention in
New Zealand in late-April. A book
was published there about the Rena
container ship disaster in 2011 and
quoted Ian – a salvage master with 65
operations worldwide under his belt
– as claiming that the country’s worst
maritime environmental disaster might
have been avoided if tugs had been used
to try to remove the vessel from the reef
that she was impaled on. According to
an article in the New Zealand Herald,
Ian argued that “even if the attempt had
failed it would have been worth a try.”
The claim was denied by Maritime
New Zealand and the contracted
salvage specialists at the scene.
Winton Capital Management hedge
fund owner David Harding (72-78)

Not long after it was revealed that
Harding earned an income of £87
million in 2011-12 from the investment
firm he founded in 1997 and paid tax
for the year of £34 million – “enough
to fund the salaries of 1,500 newly
qualified teachers” according to the
Daily Telegraph. Harding, 51, told
The Sunday Times: “I am definitely
not whiter than white” but added: “I
think that if you want to be accepted by
society you have to be seen to be paying
your share (of tax).”

The Harding Communications Centre
In mid-May Harding attracted a
different sort of publicity when he
opened the College’s new music and
ICT facility, now known as The Harding
Communications Centre. Constructed
at a cost of nearly £2 million, the music

David Harding with his old
headmaster Peter Points

world championships in Hyeres but
eventually ended up in second place
overall, losing out on the last day.

Names of donors listed at entrance of the
Harding Communications Centre
hall is clad in metal mesh and the
ICT facilities in timber. The building
provides performance spaces (including
a recital hall), teaching spaces and
recording facilities to professional
standards. It was designed by Mitchell
Taylor Workshop Associates one of
whose partners is Rob Mitchell (7380). The names of major contributors
to the project, including many OPs, are
displayed in red lettering on a side wall
at the entrance.
‘Once’, an adaptation of a love story
about a Dublin street performer and a
Czech piano player, won eight Tony
Awards in New York in June – and rare
recognition for an OP in the arts world.

Patrick Milling-Smith (88-95)
was one of the co-producers of what
the New York Times called “a humble,
intimate musical.”

Percy and Simpson just fall short,
2012 Star World Championships
This proved to be a prophetic setback
because something similar occurred at
the Olympic regatta in Weymouth bay.
Here the duo entered the final day’s
racing with an eight point lead but again
ended up in second place overall – and
with it the silver medal. According to a
report in The Daily Telegraph, the pair
was suddenly hit by a lack of wind right
at the finish line and came in eighth.
With points scored in this last race
counting double, this meant that Percy
& Simpson slipped back to second place
overall. Bart, with admirable restraint,
told the paper: “We’re not angry, we’re
just very frustrated. But that’s sailing.”

Andrew (Bart) Simpson (90-95)
throughout the year kept many OPs
engaged. In the Spring Bart and his
partner Iain Percy romped to victory
in the Star class at the French leg of the

Rodney Pattisson at the
Mexico Olympics 1968

Simpson endorses the Clarks brand

The August, 2012, issue of
Yachting Monthly carried a report of
a sharp disagreement between Ewen
Southby-Tailyour (55-59) and
the Falmouth Coastguard following
the rescue of a solo sailor competing
in the Jester Azores Challenge which
Ewen founded. According to the
Coastguard, the single-handed sailor
had to be rescued after his yacht was
overcome in very rough seas. “The
conditions were not suitable for a small
craft,” said the watch manager. “We
advise anyone setting out on the water
to take heed to weather forecasts and
not to make journeys in conditions
unsuitable for their vessel.” This led to
a stinging retort from Ewen: “Contrary
to the coastguard report Peter Evans
(the single handed sailor) sailed in fine
weather with a fair forecast. When bad
weather hit him, he did everything
right.”

Ahead of the Olympics the
Sunday Telegraph Magazine ran an
article highlighting the success of
Pangbourne’s other medal-winning

Close viewers of the BBC television
programme The Falklands Legacy, made
in connection with the 30th anniversary
of the Falklands war, will have spotted

Tony Awards: Patrick Milling-Smith
(88-95) third from right
The sailing exploits of British
Olympian and endorser of Clarks shoes

sailor Rodney Pattisson (57-61) at
the Mexico Games in 1968 “I was 25
at the time and it was my first Olympic
Games,” Rodney was quoted as saying.
“We went to Acapulco as the favourites
and I knew I should win gold because
we were consistently beating our main
rivals that year.” He did, and went on
to win a second gold medal in 1972
and a silver in 1976. “I’ve always been
involved in sailing in some capacity ever
since I retired from the Olympics after
1976,” he added “such as co-skippering
in the America’s Cup in the 1980s.”
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Ewen taking the military historian and
presenter Sir Max Hastings out to sea in
a sailing boat - the unusual setting for a
rather stilted conversation with several
other British veterans of the conflict.
Most of Ewen’s year, however,
was spent researching and writing a
new book, tentatively titled The Battle
Britain Lost. Exocet 1982. Ostensibly,
the book concerns the story of the
French Exocet, air-launched, anti-ship
missile deployed in 1982 by Argentina
during the Falklands campaign. But as
Ewen makes clear in the Introduction,
it is also “a narrative of two British
Special Forces operations designed
to destroy these missiles on the
Argentine mainland before they could
be launched.” Both operations were
aborted and have since been the subject
of much speculation. Ewen’s book, due
to be published this year, is, he says, “an
attempt to set the record straight.”
Ewen also led the charge of OP letter
writers to the national press during the
year, writing to the Daily Telegraph
in January to say that “I dread the day
a bland red and white ‘Union Jack’
flies over Westminster. Five months
later the same paper published another
letter from him. This one took aim at a
claim by General Sir Michael Rose that
only the SAS had been involved in the
surrender negotiations of the Falklands
conflict.
In a similar critical vein, Richard
Shuttleworth (57-62) let Telegraph
readers know that the government’s
“about-turn over the F-35 (aircraft) is
a disastrous decision that will affect the
Royal Navy for years. No allies will be
able to use our carriers and our own
aircraft will have limited range and
weapon-carrying capability.”
Rear Admiral John Lang (5558), a former chief inspector of marine
accidents, got in touch with the Daily
Telegraph in mid-June to complain that
“the BBC’s disappointing coverage of
the Thames pageant served to expose
the corporation’s inability to report
anything to do with the sea and ships.”
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Soon after, in the wake of the Libor
interest rate fixing scandal, The Times
ran a letter from Mike Smith (60-65)
arguing that banking is a public service
that should be run on “consciencebased decision-making” that is able to
“choose right from wrong.”

Patrick Dereham (73-78)

Patrick Dereham (73-78),
headmaster of Rugby School, made a
number of appearances in the national
press during the year, mostly linked
to the role of bursaries in widening
entrance to private schools. In the
Financial Times in August, for example,
he highlighted the role of the National
Foundation for Boarding Bursaries
which has been set up to offer young
people from deprived areas the chance
to attend boarding school. Patrick
also took the chance provided by the
Olympic Games to note the role Rugby
School had played in forming the ideas
which stimulated Baron Pierre de
Courbetin to found the Games.
Having published his memoir in
2011, Robin Knight (56-61) took
up the cudgels in the Financial Times
in June on behalf of independent
publishing. In a letter to the paper, he
criticised the “inward-looking attitudes
of the dinosaur world of mainstream
book publishing” which, he claimed,
were epitomised by an article by the
paper’s literary editor about the Fifty
Shades of Grey e-book publishing
phenomenon.

Mike

Nicholson

Forces on page 66 in the June/July
2012 issue of Business First magazine.
In his article Mike argued that now
he is an “old duffer” he finds himself
sympathising with ‘old duffers’ in the
Mess in the 1960s who proclaimed that
the Army was not what it used to be.
The consequence of an 82,000 strong
Army, he believes, will be a diminished
role for the UK in the modern world.
To read the article, go to www.
businessfirstmagazine.co.uk
The role of Lord Lieutenants in
recommending individuals for national
honours was discussed by Sir Garth
Morrison (56-61) on the BBC
Today radio programme one morning
at the end of August. Garth, himself
Lord Lieutenant of East Lothian, stated
that in his experience Lord Lieutenants
often made recommendations for
awards which then went into a black
hole and were ignored. He agreed with
interviewer Justin Webb that the system
is opaque and needs opening up.
The lure of a holiday in the
Caribbean, and specifically on the small
island of Mustique, was explored at
some length in The Sunday Telegraph
in November by Nicholas Courtney
(58-62). The biographer of Colin
Tennant, later third baron Glenconner
(see book reviews), Nicholas worked
on Mustique for Tennant for some
years before turning to writing. He has
since authored 22 books. In the threepage article Nicholas displayed wide
knowledge of all the ins and outs of
vacationing happily on the island.

(57-61),

a retired Army officer, wrote an
impassioned defence of the Armed

Nicholas Courtney (58-62)

OP PROFILES: Richard Morrell and Angus Thomas
DEVELOPING THE RIGHT IMAGE
Richard Morrell (76-81) and Angus Thomas (7581) both left Pangbourne in the summer of 1981, having shared an
interest in the Boat Club and an underlying but as yet undiscovered
talent with a camera. Barney Spender (76-81) finds out
more about our two professional snappers.
I had no idea at the time. None at all. I’m not sure any of
us did. Not least Richard and Angus.
Richard Morrell was in my division; Hesperus. For five
years we were on good terms. Never buddy-buddy close
but always friendly. I certainly never tried to pick a fight
with him although that may have been because he was twice
my size. My cousin James Cookson gave him the nickname
Raymond. I suspect it was in honour of another Yorkie,
Ray Illingworth, but I cannot be sure.
Richard was the strong, silent Heathcliff-type from
Yorkshire that all of us soft southerners were just a little bit
wary of. He sweated hard in the Boat Club, reported for
second row duty on the rugby field and generally mucked
in. The same goes for Angus Thomas. He was a Harbinger
man. That made him a bit suspect, but he was a fine
musician and was in the Band. And, like Richard, he fell in
love with rowing. He would finish his time at the College
as Captain of Boats, representing GB in the junior world
championships of 1981.
Still, there was no indication that either of them would
develop, if you will excuse the pun, into seriously good
photographers. Peas from a pod, you might assume. But in
fact they took very different routes to realise their potential
behind the lens.
“I wasn’t exactly into photography at Pangbourne,”
admits Richard. “But it always fascinated me, especially all
the preparation and care that went into the College photos.
Getting everyone to pay attention and smile at the correct
time. Quite a feat in itself.”
So after Pangbourne Richard chose to focus on
photography and headed to the US to learn his craft. This
involved an internship at Playboy and some glamour work.
“Yes I started in Hollywood, photographing models for
agencies and wannabe actors,” he recalls. “Being English
and turning on the charm, I used to talk my way into using
famous locations as backdrops to the models for nothing.”
He adds: “I’ve always had a particular interest in film noir
and art deco. California is full of it. So I built up a portfolio
around these architectural gems.” In between times there

was also a job interview with
the great Helmut Newton
at the Chateau Marmont in
Hollywood.
“It was to be his first
assistant,
which
meant
basically running his studio
and doing everything from
lighting sets to camerawork.
He was extremely pleasant
but firm. One felt very much
in his presence. He was a
truly great photographer.”
The interview, though, was
slightly bizarre in that Newton
conducted it wearing nothing
more than his underpants. “I
don’t know why. I guess we
will never know.”

Richard Morrell (76-81)

With hindsight Richard – now a sensibly married man
with one young daughter – is adamant that the 20th century
was the heyday of photography as a craft and an art form.
“It really was a time of smoke and mirrors,” he says. Today
he specialises in stylized corporate work from his Stone
Studio in Sheffield, south Yorkshire. “The truth is that you
have only to go on YouTube, learn a few techniques with
your £500 camera and you’re up and running as a wedding
photographer. If you click the shutter enough times, you
will get one in focus.”
Which, in a way, is what Angus Thomas did. “Everything
I know about photography I know from YouTube videos,
websites and terrifying experience,” he admits. “My heart
sinks when I hear of youngsters going to university or
college to study photography. What they need to study is
business because artistic endeavour has very little to do with
putting food on the table for most photographers.”
Angus admits he was not particularly academic at
Pangbourne – his proudest achievement was a B in ‘O’
level navigation. However, he ploughed on to achieve a
place at Oxford Poly where he picked up a degree in Estate
Management. A career in retail warehouse development
followed before he moved into property with his father’s
company Thomas Homes. This brought its own demons.
“In 2000 I finally conceded that I was a hopeless valium
addict and after long spells of poor mental health checked
myself into the Priory Clinic in London. From there I went
into a 12-step fellowship to which I still stick very closely.
Thanks to the love and support of my first wife during
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those horrendous early days I am now
12 years sober of any mind or moodaltering substance.”
Five years ago, Angus made the move
into photography. “It was so liberating.
I had been a square peg in a round hole
and at last I found my vocation. It was
quite an impulsive move following a
comment from a photographer friend
in Australia who thought I was quite
good. Luckily I had turned a profit on
my last property scheme and was able to
set myself up in a new career.”

Angus Thomas (75-81)
Nowadays Angus specialises in
portraiture, lit photography and
corporate work to put bread on the table.
He has also braved the mosh pit to go
rock ‘n roll and in the last 12 months he
has shot many of his childhood heroes
including Walter Trout, Whitesnake,
Def Leppard and Slash.
Happily remarried to Tanya, with
whom he runs a magazine business,
he now has three children and two
step-children – not to mention a bit of
smoke, one or two mirrors and a high
speed internet connection to YouTube.

OUR OVERSEAS REPS
William Shuttleworth (66-70) writes: “In my role as coordinator
of OP Representatives overseas I welcome new additions. In 2012
we had half a dozen - there are now 23 Reps worldwide based from
Australia to Uganda. The list is published annually in the OP magazine,
with more detail on the OP Society website www.oldpangbournian.co.uk.
Being an OP Rep is not intended to be onerous. The idea is for the
individual to be on hand so that any OP arriving in his or her area has
at least one person to contact for help in finding their way around or for
social relaxation. In addition, an OP Rep may be called on occasionally
to act as a focus or organiser for local OP Reunions. So, should anyone
living overseas (who is not on the list below) feel like becoming a Rep,
I would be very pleased to hear from them.”
Charles Pettit (Buenos Aires, Argentina)

cpettit@argentinaconsultancy.com

Paddy Evelegh (Perth, Australia)

pevelegh@hotmail.com

Justin Gummer (Adelaide, Australia)

justingummer@adam.com.au

Alex Hunter (Sydney, Australia)

hunter_alex@hotmail.com

Nick Lampe (Sydney, Australia)

nickandanne@optusnet.com.au

Mark Martin (North Sydney, Australia)

mark.martin@colliers.com

Geoff Rae (Brisbane, Australia)

OPSocQld@optusnet.com.au

Sam Strachan (Melbourne, Australia)

richard.strachan@bigpond.com

Ron Aldridge (Toronto, Canada)

raldridge@bell.net

Roger Walker (Vancouver, Canada)

horatio.hornblower@shaw.ca

Louis Carrel (Limassol, Cyprus)

louiscarrel@btinternet.com

Barney Spender (Paris, France) 		

barneyspender@yahoo.co.uk

Mike Jones (Puglia, Italy) 		

jfam101@aol.com

Nick Edwards (Auckland, New Zealand)

jnedwards@xtra.co.nz

Rory Copinger-Symes (Lisbon, Portugal)

rozzacs@me.com

Cliff Bragg (Port Elizabeth, South Africa)

brace@netactive.co.za

Shaun Maynard (Johannesburg, South Africa) psl@penmarine.co.za
Geoff Popple (Cape Town, South Africa) gemp@iafrica.com
Mark Haynes (Sri Lanka) 		 Mark.Haynes@international.gc.ca
Michael Keigwin (Uganda) 		

mkeigwin@hotmail.com

Wayne Heyland (New York, USA)

wheyland@aol.com

Fergus van Niekerk (Boston, USA)

Fergusvanniekerk@gmail.com

Jeff Beech-Garwood (Minnesota, USA)

jeffbeechg@gmail.com

I would ask all OP Reps to keep me updated with their contact details.
I can be reached at washuttleworth@hotmail.co.uk.

Richard and Angus have yet to work
together on a project although with the
centenary of the College coming up in
2017, don’t count against it. To find out
more about these two you can link to
their websites:
http://www.angusthomas.com
http://www.richardmorrell.co.uk
Wayne Heyland
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Charles Pettit

Jeff Beech-Garwood
(and heir!)

PANGBOURNE AND AUSTRALIA
Australia lies at the heart of
Pangbourne writes Lionel Stephens.
At first sight this may sound strange,
but it is important to understand that
without the profits which the Devitt
& Moore Company earned from the
many passages to Australia by its ships,
there would have been no Nautical
College, Pangbourne.
Devitt & Moore (D&M) was
founded in 1836 by two disgruntled
shipping clerks, Thomas Devitt and
Joseph Moore. The pair were frustrated
by their existing roles and determined
to take advantage of the expansion of
world trade that began in the 1830s.
For the next 60 years they concentrated
their business on the recently discovered
sub-continent of Australia, carrying
passengers and cargo in sailing ships to
the rapidly expanding ports of Sydney,
Melbourne, Adelaide and Perth.
At first D&M acted as “loading
brokers” for ships owned by others on
the Australia run and were immediately
successful. Thomas Devitt died in
1860 and was replaced by his 21-year
old son Thomas Lane Devitt. Rapid
growth followed, and in 1863 D&M
bought its first two ships. One of them,
the full-rigged Vimiera, was to reach
Sydney later that year so beginning
the company’s direct association with
Australia.
Altogether D&M owned 29 squarerigged ships. Usually they carried a
dozen or so passengers and cargo such
as steel to Australia, returning with
The Vimiera, the first Devitt & Moore
ship to Australia

wool. The company also owned two
steamships and in the 1870s bought into
a new steamship company F. Green &
Co. This company grew into the Orient
Line and dominated the sea route to
Australia for more than 50 years.
Sailing ships still had a purpose,
however, and a number of shipowners
and other businessmen including
Thomas Lane Devitt and Lord Brassey
(whose family had made a fortune in
railways) believed that cadets trained
under sail made much more resourceful
merchant navy officers. The result was
the Brassey Scheme which in the 20
years to 1914 financed a total of five
sail training ships. The start of the First
World War ended the scheme and it was
then that Thomas Lane Devitt (now Sir
Thomas Devitt) decided to found his
own nautical college on the banks of the
Thames at Pangbourne.
Many of the names found at the
College today have strong Australian
connections stemming from this D&M
link with the sub-continent. When
James Cook landed there in 1787 he
named the spot Port Jackson. D&M
chose the name for a four-masted
barque it owned from1906-16. As
immigrants arrived, a new colony was
established around what is now Sydney
and called New South Wales. Its first
Governor was Lachlan Macquarie – the
name selected for a full-rigged ship that
D&M owned from 1887-1904. Just
south of Sydney is the coastal region of
Illawarra including a river of that name
– used from 1881-1907 on another
D&M full-rigged ship.
Port
Jackson,
Macquarie
and
Illawarra were the
last three training
ships in the Brassey
Scheme
while
the first two were
named Harbinger
and Hesperus. So
we have the names

of the five
divisions at the
College today.
Once the
NCP was up
and running,
the
cadets
were expected
to join the
merchant navy
companies.
Many of them,
such as P&O
(who
later
absorbed the
Illawarra
Orient Line),
Shaw Savill, Port Line, Blue Star and
the New Zealand Shipping Company
were on the Australia run so more and
more OPs became familiar with the
country.
Once the Second World War ended,
the Australian government instituted
the £10 a head immigrant scheme
(‘Populate or Perish’) to encourage
British and Irish families to emigrate
(the so-called ‘£10 Poms’ scheme; it
lasted from 1945-72). Again, many
OPs, especially those involved in
shipping, sensed opportunity and took
advantage of the scheme and moved to
settle in Australia.
Today the majority of OPs known
to be in Australia (in total upwards
of 100) settled there in the 1950s
and 1960s. A number have achieved
eminence including Nigel Berlyn
(48-52), a retired Admiral who became
General Manager of Australian Defence
Industries and was awarded the Order
of Australia. John Faulkner (5154), a Qantas pilot and aviation safety
specialist, won the same award in 2003.
Michael Sichel (48-51) fenced for
Australia. Ian Currie (52-55), one of
the most remarkable OPs that I have
met, trained as an engineer and reached
the peak of the computer profession.
Charles Stuart (54-57) became an air
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traffic controller and president of the
world federation representing air traffic
controllers. Rex Irwin (55-59) is one
of Australia’s leading art dealers.
When I visited Australia 20 years
ago a number of OPs were still working
in sea-related jobs such as ship broker
Richard Strachan (58-62) or pilots
(Paddy Evelegh 58-61). Most of
the OP Reps at the time, like Geoff

Rae (53-56), had sailed in the British
merchant navy. A new “wave” of at
least 20 OPs is thought to have arrived
since the turn of the century. Some
of them are already stepping forward
to represent the OP Society including
Alex Hunter (89-96) and Mark
Martin (79-84) in Sydney, Rohan
Greenland (74-79) in Canberra and
Justin Gummer (86-92) in Adelaide.
This is good news. As D&M cadets

and OPs years ago saw the Australian
ports they visited as a gateway to a
better life, so both male and female OPs
today from a very different Pangbourne
College are flying out to try their luck
in this vast sub-continent. It is a journey
pioneered by the Vimeira 150 years ago
and I am delighted to learn that the OP
Society and OPs in Australasia will be
recognising this enduring link during
2013.

The Macquarie Wheel
TS Macquarie did only six voyages as a cadetship and in 1904 was sold to a Norwegian
company. Later she was bought by a New South Wales coal company. Sad to say, writes
Lionel Stephens, she ended her days as a coal hulk in Sydney harbour.
In 1939, on a visit to Australia, Sir Philip Devitt (then Chairman of the Board)
sought out the vessel and returned to Pangbourne with the original wheel. This was
then converted into a fine lectern and used in the College chapel until the Falklands
Islands chapel was built. Unfortunately those concerned with this splendid new facility
at the College were not interested in the Macquarie wheel and it disappeared from sight.
About ten years ago I unearthed the wheel in the Clerk of Works department. It
continued to languish there but late in 2012, following further enquiries, it was rediscovered in pretty good condition. The plan now is to do some restoration work on
the original and then switch it with a duplicate which is currently in Macquarie.

MONSTER REUNION PLANNED
DOWN UNDER IN 2013!
“To honour the 150th anniversary of the first Devitt &
Moore vessel (Vimiera) to visit Australia, it is proposed to
celebrate the occasion with an Australasian ‘clan gathering’
of OPs in Melbourne over the weekend of 4-6 October,
2013,” writes Richard Strachan (58-62), the OP Rep in
Melbourne, Victoria.
“While final details of the weekend’s plans are yet to be
confirmed, the perfectly-restored tall ship, Polly Woodside,
has already been booked for a cocktail party on board on the
evening of Friday the 4th. For those unfamiliar with her
name, she was built in my home port of Belfast by Workman
Clark & Co Ltd in 1885. In 1988 she was awarded the
World Ship Trust Medal for ‘supreme achievement in the
preservation of maritime heritage.’ There will be more of
her history on the night.
A dinner ashore will then be held on the night of Saturday
the 5th with details of any other planned activities for that
day still to be decided at this early stage. In all likelihood the
present Headmaster of the College, Thomas Garnier, will
be joining us as our Guest of Honour – a great compliment
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Sir Philip Devitt reads from the
Macquarie wheel lectern

to OPs ‘down under’ and, we trust, a great incentive to take
part in this unique gathering.
At the moment we know of upwards of 100 OPs living
in Australia and New Zealand but there may be more. It
is hoped that every one of you will ink-in these dates and
join us for what promises to be a truly memorable occasion.
Needless to say, any OPs from farther afield who happen to
be in Melbourne at the time will be most welcome.
Early expressions of interest will be received gratefully
at richard.strachan@bigpond.com or to my mail address: 5/262
Station Road, New
Gisborne,
Victoria
3438, Australia.
For those who prefer
to chat, my numbers
are (03) 54288656 or
Mobile 0488044661.
So come out of
hibernation all you
OPs in Australia and
New Zealand, old and
young, and let this be a
very special reunion!”

Richard (Sam) Strachan (58-62)

SIXTY YEARS ON: THE SPITHEAD REVIEW
“I was reminded by an obituary of Admiral Sir Raymond
Lygo (The Times March 13th 2012) that his Seafire
squadron joined HMS Indefatigable of the Pacific Fleet in
1944,” writes Peter Hughes (51-55).
“On 1st April 1945 Lygo was taking off from
Indefatigable off Formosa when to his horror he noticed
an aircraft with red spot markings flash by just as he was
airborne. This Kamikaze struck Indefatigable abreast of the
deck island killing many. Lygo “selfishly” wondered if the
carrier would be operable before he ran out of fuel. As a
result of its sound armoured deck construction, it was.
Those OPs who attended The Coronation Review
of the Fleet in 1953 at Spithead off the Isle of Wight will
remember being allocated to Indefatigable and will no doubt
recall inspecting the severely dented island resulting from
the Kamikaze attack. A CPO aboard said the bomb didn’t,
in fact, go off and what we could see was impact damage.
However, from what I have read since on the subject I’m not
sure this statement was entirely true.
Also aboard were two Seafires in the hangar deck
destined to be taken to the scrapyard along with Indefatigable
once the Review was over. If I remember correctly, the
NCP contingent slept on camp beds under these Seafires.
Everyone trusted that the aircraft wouldn’t tip forward on
their engines and squash us flat.

BOOK REVIEWS
ON THE HEROISM OF
MORTALS by Allan Cameron
(Vagabond Voices 2012, £8.95,
ISBN 978-1-908251-08-4)
A.G. Husband (65-68) writes
under the name of Allan Cameron and
published his sixth book in 2012 - a
collection of eleven short stories under
the title On The Heroism of Mortals.
Billed as a companion volume to his
2011 work Can The Gods Cry, this latest
effort has similar themes that “dance on
the fault lines of our modern world and
lives” to quote the publisher.
In particular Husband/Cameron is
concerned to examine the truth about
power, as he sees it, and to highlight
his admiration for the powerless. This
he does, often to considerable effect.

One way or
the other we NCP
cadets had a good
time on what
was really a ghost
ship with only
a skeleton crew
aboard, and we
duly waved our
caps and gave three
On HMS Indefatigable 1953
cheers for Her
Majesty as she sailed by on her Review of the Fleet.
In hindsight one felt a very small part of the history of the
Pacific War being on Indefatigable. If anyone is interested
there is film (if you can find it) on The History Channel
which shows Indefatigable in the Pacific war actually under
attack and receiving the unwelcomed Kamikaze assault; the
aircraft taking off must be Lygo’s.”
[Editors’ note: Some 150 NCP cadets were involved in the
Spithead Review and were afloat in HMS Indefatigable for 4 or 5
days. Only the junior division – then called Port Jackson and based
in Croft House – remained at the College under a Cadet Leader who
was taking an exam! In the end, almost everyone at the NCP saw
the Review as Pangbourne and Bradfield jointly chartered a steamer
from Southampton according to an account of the episode written later
by Mr. E.A. Beet who was housemaster at PJ at the time.]

by Robin Knight (56-61)
A subtle story called The Hat to give
one example, bemoans the way history
repeats itself, suggests that there is a
“stench of the Thirties” about the
contemporary world, deplores the
“degradation of values” since 1945 and
claims that “children today are born
cynics.”
If this suggests a touch of the ‘grumpy
old man’ syndrome, that is far from the
truth. Husband/Cameron is securely
anchored in the classic ‘progressive’
tradition that deplores unfairness, class
division, consumerism, the mass media
and the wealthy. Each of Husband/
Cameron’s stories is distinct, though
most are based in or around Glasgow.
The humour is dark, many of the
themes are dark and little optimism is
on display about the present or future.

This is not a book for the fainthearted or the bedtime-lite reader. But
it is entertaining, provocative, cleverly
paced and generally well-written. A
tongue-in-cheek reference on p39 to an
old school tie “with narrow strips of red
and white alternating with a thick band
of blue” even suggests that the author
may not entirely have given up on his
background.
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LORD OF THE ISLE

account of the life of a creative individual
born to great wealth who decided to
live an unconventional existence and
ended up effectively broke, unhappy
and bitter.

by Nicholas Courtney (58-62)
(Bene Factum Publishing, £20,
ISBN 978-1-903071-64-9)
Subtitled “The Extravagant Life and
Times of Colin Tennant” this is a wartsand-all biography of Lord Glenconner,
friend of Princess Margaret, owner and
developer of the Caribbean hideaway
island of Mustique and host of too
many wild and glamorous parties to
count them all, written by one of his
close friends and confidantes.
Nicholas Courtney moved into
Colin Tennant’s orbit at the end of 1970
when he was “casting around for a job
as a land agent (and) heard that Tennant
was looking for an assistant to go out to
Mustique for six months.” Interviewed
by one of Tennant’s aides, he got the job
after completing the well-known verse
by Hillaire Belloc about Lord Finchley
who “tried to mend the Electric Light/
Himself. It struck him dead. And serve
him right!/ It is the business of the
wealthy man/To give employment to
the artisan.”

Evidently, an education at the NCP
in the early 1960s prepared one for
every eventuality!
The book itself has its roots in an
autobiography that Tennant was taperecording with Courtney at the time
of his death from cancer in 2010. As
Tennant’s literary executor, Courtney
carried on where the pair left off. The
result is a lively, if slightly uneven,

BREAKING BREAD
(SilverWood Books,
£7.99 paperback, £3.99 eBook,
ISBN 978-1-781320556)
In a publisher’s insert that
accompanies this stylish book it is stated
that “David Nicholson’s interest in
poetry began in his teenage years.” This
encompasses his time at Pangbourne
although it is not a theme deeply
developed in the 47 poems contained in
this volume.
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Quite how Courtney managed
to remain on good terms with such a
flighty man for so long once his initial
employment on Mustique ended is
not explained in the book. But he
did and the result is an offering that
will entertain and exasperate in equal
measure.

As for the Pangbourne experience,
it features most clearly in a poem titled
The Far Place written a dozen or so years
after David left the Nautical College.
It can be read in full in the Memories
section of the OP Society website. The
characteristically downbeat tone of this
book – “And in the wind, the distant
voices/Of men who worked and died,/
Gave their all in distant places,/Spilling
their lives/ For the future – is well
represented.”

by David Nicholson (64-68)

Instead the verse ranges far and wide
over topics “mostly concerned with
the human condition, the world in
vision, the harsh reality of parting and
the joy that is love” to further quote
the publicity. Judged on this basis it
has to be said that David displays a
somewhat downbeat, if not entirely
(yet) disenchanted, view of the “human
condition.”

One thing this book does not
lack is colour. Pages are packed with
examples of Tennant’s party-giving,
madcap business schemes, friendships
with royalty and aristocrats, spur-ofthe-moment purchases (he was an
inveterate shopper) and flashes of weird
and wacky inspiration. Name-dropping
on a global scale fertilises each chapter.
Family tragedies occur with relentless
regularity as do self-defeating rows with
critics, employees and business partners.
The whole production is buttressed by
122 revealing images.

Various themes culled, one would
imagine, from David’s experiences stand
out – a love of place (Merseyside and the
downs of Hampshire), the melancholy
of youth, guilt, schizophrenia about his
half-Irish origins, human frailty, the
ups and downs of marriage, separation,
regret, death. In other words, the
“travails of life” are in full view.

“Prose = words in their best order”
wrote Samuel Taylor Coleridge. “Poetry
= the best words in the best order.” This
is something David Nicholson fully
appreciates. Writing so much from the
heart, he lays himself open to criticism
for that reason.
But one senses that having found
inspiration from such diverse sources
as Wilfred Owen and Carol Duffy he is
more than equal to any such barbs.

ON A CUSHION OF AIR

learning of Hoverlloyd’s new operation
with the giant SR.N4 hovercraft out
of Ramsgate, he changed course and
became a cross-Channel hovercraft pilot
in 1969 for the next ten years. He then
built up a thriving travel business before
selling up and moving to New Zealand
where he now lives for six months in
every year.

by Robin Paine (55-58) & Roger Syms
(Writersworld 2012;
ISBN: 978-0-9568978-1-7;
£39.99 hardback; £tbc kindle)
This book is an epic feat of socalled indie, or self, publishing. Seven
hundred pages of sharp analysis,
revealing anecdotes and well-informed
narrative largely written from the point
of view of crew, describe the up and
down story of the hovercraft and the
Swedish-owned Hoverlloyd company
which played such a central part in its
commercial exploitation.
Included in 26 tightly-written
chapters are hundreds of recollections
and insights provided by many of those
directly involved at the time – broadly
speaking the 45 years from 1955-2000.
Scores of in-depth interviews,
letters, phone calls and emails flesh out
the book together with more than 300
photographs, maps, technical drawings
and several dozen individual pen
portraits of the principal players.

Robin Paine left the NCP in
1958 and joined British India Steam
Navigation Company in 1959 as a cadet
serving in cargo and passenger ships
to India, East Africa, the Far East and
Australasia.
After six years with the company
he switched to Cunard. Obtaining his
Master’s ticket in 1967, he decided to
seek a life closer to home and joined
Townsend Ferries. Not long after,

SABOTAGE AND
SUBVERSION

of daring guerrilla operations in Europe,
Africa and the Far East recounted. Also
covered in the book are the means that
the SOE and OSS used to subvert the
enemy. As the publisher’s note puts it,
the text “may well read like fiction but
the stories are fact and show to what
lengths the Allies were prepared to go
to crush the Axis powers.”

by Ian Dear (49-52)
(The History Press 2010, £9.99,
ISBN 978-0-7524-5738-3)
Ian Dear left the NCP in 1952, joined
the Royal Marines and, according
to the publisher’s note, gained some
experience of covert warfare. Later he
worked in the film and book publishing
industries before becoming a full-time
writer in 1979 specializing in military
and maritime history. Among other
books, he is the editor of The Oxford
Companion to World War 11 and the
author of Escape and Evasion.
Sabotage and Subversion – The SOE
and OSS at War to give this book its
full title, was published in 1996. It
has since been republished twice,
most recently in 2010 by a specialist
company called The History Press. In
16 chapters and 238 pages it provides

On a Cushion of Air is not a book
to be read cover to cover – at least,
not by the layman. The history of the
hovercraft, the oversized personalities
concerned with its development, the
technical challenges and many other
frustrations and triumphs are faithfully
recorded. They will be of interest
especially to those who were part of
the Hoverlloyd saga. What makes the
book come alive for the outsider is the
first-person anecdotal material that
flooded in to the authors. In no sense is
this book dry “official” history. Rather
it is an enjoyable and well informed
account compiled by two insiders who
simply wished to record a worthwhile
new transport initiative before it was
forgotten.

a factual and detailed account of some
of the major missions mounted during
the Second World War by Britain’s
Special Operations Executive (formed
in July 1940 on Winston Churchill’s
orders “to set Europe ablaze”) and its
American counterpart, the Office of
Strategic Services (formed two years
later). Recruitment and training are
described in some depth and a number

There are some drawbacks. Secrecy,
writes Ian Dear, “has been called
a British disease and the records of
SOE have certainly been one of its
victims.” No more than 15% of the
official documentation relating to SOE
in World War II is thought to exist
today. The result is a comprehensive, if
necessarily restricted, overview of what
SOE and OSS got up to from 194045. Dear does a good job marshalling
the facts as they are known, bringing
order, direction and purpose to his
narrative making sense of a succession
of extraordinary and varied initiatives.
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OP AUTHORS
List is correct as of December, 2012. If you know of any OP authors/books missing from this list, please contact Robin
Knight at k7ght@btinternet.com Many of the books listed here are now in the Library at the College.
David Austin
(60-64)		

A Clear Calling (2004)

			

The Oxford Companion to
Ships and the Sea (co-ed) (2005)

CM Best
(17-19)			

Project Master Mariner

MHH Evans
(54-58) 		

Amphibious Operations (1991)

G. Chatterton
(25-29)			

Wings of Pegasus (1982)

Tim Fitzgerald
(61-64)			

The Ideology of Religious Studies

R Dutton-Forshaw
(41-44) 		

Not Quite Everything (2010)

Peter Clissold
(17-19)			

Elementary Seamanship (1943)
Basic Seamanship (1964)
Ships and Seamen (1988)
Reflections from Sea and Shore

Neil Cogswell
(52-56)			
		

Campaign for the Liberation of 		
Saxony (co-author)
The Defence of Prague
			
(Trans & Ed – 4 vols)
			
Olmutz & Hochkirch (2006)
		
Polymer Melt Rheology
			
Thermoplastic Aromatic Polymer
			Composites
Jeremy Collingwood
(50-55) 		
Criminal Law of East &
			Central Africa
Hannah Moore
			
(with his wife Margaret) (1990)
		
As a Witness to the Light (2006)
David Cobb
(35-37) 		

Three Mile Limit
The Making of a War Artist

Denis Foss
(29-32)			
Lionheart: the story of
			Leo Exton (1985)
Shoot a Line (1994)
Patrick Foss
(27-30)			

Climbing Turns (1990)

Robin Gillett
(39-43)			

A Fish Out of Water (2001)

Victor Gordon
(44-47)			
		
		
		
		

Export or Die (1967)
Feasts (1975)
The English Cookbook (1985)
Mrs. Rushworth (1989)
Prawnography (1990)

PR Gould
(46-50)			

		

The Geographer at Work (1990)
The Slow Plague (1995)
Fire in the Rain (1990)
Becoming a Geographer (1999)

BC Hamilton
(26-28)			

Ben’s Yarns (2009)

Gale Force 10 (2003)
The Queen’s Stamps (2004)
Swinley Special (2008)
Lord of the Isle (2012)

Beverley Cross
(44-49)			

Jonathan Harvey
(83-88)			
			
		
			

Observatory Mansions
(2000; as Edward Carey)
Alva & Irva
(as Edward Carey) (2004)

One More River & other plays

Christopher Daniel
(47-51)			
		
			
			

Tim Hatton
(39-43) 		

Tock Tock Birds (2004)

The Equation of Time (2005)
The Cross Staff
Sundials on Walls (1978)
Sundials (1986, 2004, 2011)

Tony Hepworth
(50-53)			Lavenham (2008)

Nicholas Courtney
(58-62)			
		
		
		

WH Davies
(37-40)			

Ian Dear
(49-52) 		
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Fort Regent: a history
The Harbour That Failed
The Coastal Forces of Jersey
Marines at War (1982)
Sabotage and Subversion (1999)
Escape and Evasion (2008)
Ten Commando (2010)
The Oxford Companion to
World War II (ed) (1995)

RP Hill
(23-27)			

Destroyer Captain

Colin Hodgkinson
(33-37) 		

Best Foot Forward (1957)

Mike Holmes
(42-45)			
Apprentice to the Red Ensign (2005)
		
Some Corners of a Birdwatchers
			World (2007)
		
A Pilot’s Way (2008)
AG Husband
(65-68)
(as Allan Cameron)
The Golden Menagerie (2004)
			
The Berlusconi Bonus (2005)

		
In Praise of the Garrulous (2008)
			
Can The Gods Cry (2011)
			
On The Heroism of Mortals (2012)
			Charlemagne
			
(Alessandro Barbero - translator)
IM Jackson
(40-43)			
		

Gardiner’s Tweed Adventures
Sailor of Fortune (1991)
Three Boys in a Ship (1999)

MCP Johnson
(25-28) 		

The Churchyard Carvers Art (1985)

Austen Kark
(42-44) 		

Attic in Greece (1994)

BH Kent
(36-39) 		Signal! (1992)
Robin Knight
(56-61) 		

A Road Less Travelled (2011)

Courtenay Latimer
(43-47) 		
Creeping up on Auckland (2004)
		
My Struggle with Joseph Stalin
			(2007)
Ian Lindsay
(45-49) 		

It Was Like This (2001)
Them Boots

Ian McGeoch
(28-31) 		
An Affair of Chances (1991)
			
The Princely Sailor – Mountbatten
			(1996)
EW Middleton
(18-20) 		

Lifeboats of the World (1977)

PT Miles
(34-38) 		

A Gift of Observation (1988)

EG Millington
(29-32) 		

The Unseen Eyes

Nicholas Morris
(54-59)
Westabout – the third navigation
			by Britannia
David Nicholson
(64-68) 		

Breaking Bread (2012)

Robin Paine
(55-58) 		
			

On a Cushion of Air
(2012 with Roger Symms)

Paul Parkin
(66-70)		
Managing Change in Healthcare
			(2004)
Rodney Pattisson
(57-61)

John Ridgway
(51-55)
A Fighting Chance (1966)
		
Journey to Ardmore (1971)
			
Amazon Journey (1972)
			
Cockleshell Journey (1974)
		
Gino Watkins (1974)
			Storm Passage (1975)
			
Round The World with Ridgeway
			(1979)
			
Round The World Non-Stop (1985)
		
Road to Osambre (1987)
		
Flood Tide (1988)
			
Road to Elizabeth (1988)
			
Then We Sailed Away (1998)
Stuart Robertson
(58-60) 		
		

Tips on Organic Gardening (2007)
Tips on Container Gardening (2008)

Ken Russell
(42-44) 		

A British Picture (2009)

ACS Savory
(32-35) 		
The Duke of Welllington’s Regiment
			(1999)
Francis Scott
(65-70) 		

A Square Rig Handbook (1992)

David Smiley
(30-34) 		
		
		

Arabian Assignment (1975)
Albanian Assignment (1985)
Irregular Regular (1994)

Michael Smith
(60-65)			
Trust & Integrity in the Global
			Economy (2007)
Ewen Southby-Tailyour
(55-59) 		
Falkland Island Shores (1983)
		
Reasons in Writing (1993)
		
Amphibious Assault Falklands (1995)
		
Blondie: A Life of HG Hasler (1998)
			
The Next Moon (2005)
		
HMS Fearless 			
the Mighty Lion (2006)
		
Skeletons for Sadness (2007)
3 Commando Brigade:
			Helmand Afghanistan (2008)
3 Commando Brigade:
			Helmand Assault (2010)
Nothing Impossible: A Portrait
			
of the Royal Marines (Ed. 2010)
Ian Tew
(56-60) 		

Tactics (2nd Edition 1995)

Anthony Pearse
(37-40) 		
From Stormy Seas to Calmer Waters
			(2007)
Michael Penney
(43-45) 		

Sea Officer (2008)

RWA Pool
(33-37) 		

Course for Disaster (1987)

TW Powell
(29-32) 		

Without Reserve (1985)

Sailing in Grandfather’s Wake (2001)
Salvage (2007)

Barry Thompson
(42-45) 		

All Hands and the Cook (2008)

Colin Warwick
(27-29)

Really Not Required (1977)

John Young
(35-39) 		

Acting Up (2006)
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OBITUARIES
Allenby, E.A. (31-34)
E. A. Allenby died in June, aged 95. It was at
the NCP that Edward’s character became defined.
Here he learned the values of discipline, obedience,
punctuality, respect, integrity, fairness and above all
loyalty. Despite his short stature he played rugby for
the 1st XV and was Captain of Boxing. Promotion
to Chief Cadet Captain was relatively rapid. For his
all-round achievements at the College in 1934 he
was awarded the runner-up prize (a sextant) to the
King’s Gold Medal winner.
Passing the Admiralty Board exam Edward
entered the Royal Marines. At the outbreak of
war in 1939 he was posted to HMS Caledon and
served with her in the North Atlantic and Eastern
Mediterranean (where he almost met his nemesis in
the form of a severe dose of
dysentery and did meet a
young nurse who became
his wife). Later he served
on HMS Devonshire.
In 1945 he spent a
year studying Arabic and
travelling in the Middle
East – an experience
that
made
him
a
lifelong supporter of the
Palestinian cause. Back
in the UK he had various
postings before, in 1949,
undergoing six months’
Allenby in Malaya, 1951
commando training prior
to joining 45 Commando for service in Malaya
during the Chinese communist-inspired uprising.
He retired as a Colonel RM. Awarded the OBE
in 1956 for outstanding service, Edward then was
given the accolade of ADC to The Queen in 1965.
After the Royal Marines he joined MI5 – a
decade he would never talk about but a role to
which he was ideally suited given his ability to
merge into the shadows. He finally retired in 1974
aged 60. For the next 35 years he maintained his
standards and routine, being washed, shaved and
ready to face the world in a jacket and tie by 8.00am
every day. His wife of nearly 60 years pre-deceased
him in 2000. He sent his son James to the NCP.
Edward was a man of forthright views, always polite
and chivalrous – his word was his bond. To the end
he was proud of The Nautical College, the Royal
Marines and being an Arabist.
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Stuart, D.C.B. (54-57)
Charles Stuart died in March 2012 in Australia. He was
72 and for many years was the OP Representative in Victoria.
Diagnosed with cancer in December, 2011, “he faced his illness
with courage and dignity and died
peacefully with his family by his side” in
the words of his children.
At the NCP he was a member of the
1st XV in 1956 and 1957 as a speedy
open side wing forward. On leaving
Pangbourne he joined Cable & Wireless
as a seagoing apprentice. After gaining
his 2nd Mate’s ticket, he decided to
leave the sea and begin a new life as an
air traffic controller, first in the UK and
from the mid-1960s in Australia. He Charles Stuart (54-57)
remained in air traffic control for the next three decades. In
1989 he became President and Chief Executive Officer of the
International Federation of Air Traffic Controllers’ Associations
(IFATCA), travelling the world in that capacity, often returning
to Pangbourne. Tributes poured in after his death. The Executive
Board of IFATCA issued a statement saying “Charles had a
significant impact on making IFATCA what it is today through
sheer hard work, vision and an irrepressible personality…he was
truly one of a kind – one of those rare persons of whom you can
truly say that the world is a better place because he lived in it.”

Treves, Frederick (38-42)
Frederick Treves died in January 2012 after a prolific, high profile
career on stage and screen. Joining the Merchant Navy aged 17, he
was part of Operation Pedestal, one of the shipping convoys sent to
relieve Malta. The vessel he was on, the Waimarama, was carrying
explosives and aviation fuel and was sunk in August 1942. For his
actions in saving the life of the ship’s
radio officer he was awarded the
British Empire Medal.
After the war Treves gained a
scholarship to RADA. His first West
End role was in a Terence Rattigan
play in 1949. Subsequently he spent
many years in rep - an experience he
credited for his later ability to project
Frederick Treves (38-42)
personality into all his roles. In 1976
he returned to the West End in a Tom Stoppard play. Two years later
he joined the National Theatre and remained part of the ensemble
for the next seven years. It was on television, however, that Treves’
authoritative manner really came into its own. In the 1970s, 1980s
and 1990s he appeared in countless series that became the staple diet
of British audiences – Rumpole of the Bailey, Kavanagh QC, Heartbeat,
Casualty, Bergerac, Lovejoy and Yes, Prime Minister. One year he died on
screen no fewer than seven times. Perhaps his greatest success was as
the crusty and ageing Colonel Leyton in The Jewel in the Crown. His
films included The Elephant Man, Defence of the Realm and Nighthawks.

Richard Norris, 1931-2012
(former Housemaster of Hesperus, Honorary OP)

Pat Stephens (nee Bradley) 1922-2012
(Sister in charge of Sick Bay 1959-63, Honorary OP)

Richard Norris, housemaster of Hesperus division
at Pangbourne College 1972-88, maths teacher at the
College 1957-58 and 1972-92, an Honorary OP and a
former Great Britain and England hockey player, died of
heart complications in Pretoria, South Africa, on August
25th, 2012, aged 80.

Pat Stephens, Sister in charge of Sick Bay at the
Nautical College from 1959-63, wife of Lionel Stephens
and an Honorary OP, died of cancer on August 17th,
2012, aged 90.

A youthful prodigy on the games field, Richard was at
Oxford University when he was selected as a member of
the bronze medal-winning Great Britain hockey team at
the 1952 Helsinki Olympic Games. In all he played five
times for GB, missing the 1956 Olympic Games because
of a cartilage operation. He also represented England
between 1953-59,
scoring in his first
six internationals
and finishing with
18 goals from 17
matches. Following
national service he
joined the NCP
in 1957 as a maths
teacher and hockey
coach. The next
year he went on an
England
hockey
In South Africa, 2011
tour to South Africa
and decided to work there having received the offer of a
well-paid post at Hilton College in Natal. At Hilton he
became a housemaster, head of physics and hockey coach
during 14 years at the school.
In 1971, concerned about South Africa’s political
direction, Richard returned to the UK and a post at
Millfied School in Somerset. Here he came in contact
with Ian Busby who was to be a lifelong friend. In 1972
he moved to Pangbourne, along with Ian, and became
the much-respected housemaster of Hesperus for 15
years until 1988 and head of Maths until his retirement
in 1992. He also ran the first XI hockey side for most of
this period. His enthusiasm for the game helped to raise
the money that saw the opening of the Jubilee all-weather
pitch in 1977.
After leaving Pangbourne, Richard taught privately
and had a mathematics textbook published by Cambridge
University Press. In 2008, he and his wife Mary moved
back to South Africa to be near their daughter and
grandchildren. In July 2012 he returned to England for
a reunion with surviving members of the 1952 GB team
timed to coincide with the London Olympic Games.
Together they attended a game at the Riverbank Arena
when, perhaps fittingly for him, Great Britain drew with
South Africa.

Pat Stephens with her family at the College, 2009
On her 18th birthday in 1940 Pat enlisted as a
probationer nurse at Scarborough hospital and remembered
wheeling patients into the basement as incendiary bombs
fell on the town. Before long her love of adventure led
her to join the Army nursing service. This took her to
the beaches of Normandy as a member of the 74th British
General Hospital and to Luneburg in northern Germany
in the Spring of 1945 where peace was signed. After the
war she served in India and later worked on ships taking
emigrants to Australia, as a district nurse and a midwife in
the East End of London.
Joining the NCP in 1959, she met Steve and the
couple were married at the end of 1963. She then
transformed herself into a caring housemaster’s wife and,
by 1969, the mother of two children. Later she worked
as a chiropodist in Reading. On moving to Goring, her
lifelong desire to help others led to her helping in a baby
clinic and distributing lunches to the elderly – an activity
that continued until she was 87.

In 1977 at the opening of the Jubilee all-weather pitch
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LIVES REMEMBERED
Ackroyd,

J.M.

These OPs died in 2011-12. Full length obituaries may be read on the
OP website at: www.oldpangbournian.co.uk>news>obituaries

(44-48)

Hayes, Michael J (48-51) died in 2012, aged 74. He was

served at sea in the Royal Mail
Line. Later he moved into
marine engineering, eventually
setting up Burleigh Marine
International. The company
specialized in rubber-based
products including fenders
used by vessels operating off
the Falklands during the 1982
conflict.

unmaried and lived in Rustington, near Littlehampton.
After the NCP he joined British India as a Purser. On
going ashore he became a schoolmaster at Bearwood
School, Wokingham.

Hepworth, G.A. (42-45) went into engineering after
the NCP and became a director of his family firm. In later
life he devoted himself to charity fund-raising.

with P&O for a decade. Coming
ashore, he joined Marley Tiles
before moving to Cornwall in
the mid-1960s. He spent the
rest of his life in the holiday
leisure business. Sailing and cars
were lifelong passions.

Hony, John (40-44) was
a larger-than-life character
who joined the Army after
Pangbourne. He then spent
the rest of his working life in
the tobacco industry in Africa.
In retirement he sailed and
gardened on Ibiza for 25 years.

Cottrell, James (46-49) was a chartered shipbroker and

Hornby, R.N.D. (50-54)

Bolton, David (46-51) sailed

one of four brothers to attend the NCP. He was a director
of the Baltic Exchange.

Gordon,

Victor

(44-47)

began working in corporate
communications and advertising
before eventually deciding to
concentrate on food, writing a
number of well-received books
on the subject.

served in the Army for 35 years,
rising to the rank of Lt. Col. In
retirement he held several Army
welfare jobs. He also completed
25 years as Secretary of the
Royal Artillery Hunt and for
many years was a well-known
point-to-point judge.

Jones, L.S. (42-44) went to
Furze, R.M. (42-46) entered
RAF Cranwell in 1947, rising to
become a Wing Commander.
He took part in the last great air
race (to New Zealand) and led a
highly dangerous NATO sortie
into Soviet air space in April,
1954, for which he was awarded
the Air Force Cross.
Hall, R.C.C. (41-44) served in the Royal Marines and
Indian Army before going to West Africa for six years to
work for an oil company. Returning to England he became
CEO of the Northern Ireland Tourist Board just as the
Troubles began. Later he lived in the Cape Town area.
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sea on his 16th birthday and rose
to become a Master Mariner
with P&O. Subsequently he
worked with US Steel as a
marine superintendent. Moving
to Lymington, he set up a sailing
school and taught navigation.

Macdowel, Barney (44-46) went into engineering and
became managing director of Hale Hamilton. He then
enjoyed a long and fun retirement in Surrey.

Macpherson, Guy (50-52) spent six years in the Royal
Navy before coming ashore. He went on to have a highly
successful and prominent career in the hotel business in the
U.K. and Caribbean.

Mullins, Chris (55-58) went
to sea with British India before
emigrating to Australia where he
worked for a mining company
in Tasmania. Becoming a born
again Christian, he moved to
Queensland where he taught
successfully for many years.

Perry,
Graham
(4447) qualified as a Master
Mariner with Shaw Savill.
Later he changed course,
emigrated to New Zealand
and eventually became one of
the country’s leading physician
rheumatologists.

Powell, David (31-35) won
the MBE for his role in the
liberation
of
Copenhagen
while in the Royal Marines in
World War II. From 1946-82
he farmed near Peterborough,
turning Sacrewell into a leisure
and educational attraction. A
man of huge enthusiasm and
energy, he supported many
charities. Aged 80 he made a
sponsored parachute jump.

OP SOCIETY
COMMITTEE 2012/13
Chairman:
Mark Dumas (64-68)
Hon. Sec. to
the Committee:
Anthony Clifford (75-82)
Hon. Treasurer:
Pip Smitham (64-69)
Members:
Steve Davis (74-81)
William Donaldson (91-96)
Lucy Hamblin-Rooke (01-08)
Niall Kilgour (63-68)
Paul Lawrence (04-08)

Rebbeck, Nick (61-64) died in May 2012 after a long

Michael Nicholson (57-61)

battle with cancer. After a few years at sea and various jobs
in London, he became a hill cattle farmer in Wales and a
prominent campaigner for organic and green issues.

Charles Parry (81-85)

St. Clair-Ford, Colin (52-56) died at his home in East
Lambrook, Somerset in early December. He became the
8th Baronet in 2009. At one time he worked in the brewing
industry.

Swann, Robert (58-62) was
a leading character actor in the
UK for 40 years. His list of
stage, screen and television work
was vast and included many
Shakespearian roles.

William Shuttleworth (66-70)
President of the
OP Society:
Nigel Hollebone (59-63)
Vice Presidents :
Richard Shuttleworth (57-62)
Ian Williams (61-63)
who are ex-officio members
of the Committee.

Tatham, C.A.M. (52-56) worked for Blue Funnel line
for many years. In retirement he lived in Twickenham,
sailed on the Hamble and cared for his sister and aunt.
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THE OP SOCIETY IN 2012
The 79th AGM of the OP
Society took place on Saturday
morning October 27th, 2012, following
the OP Dinner the evening before,
reports Anthony Clifford (75-82),
Hon. Sec. to the Committee.

Office holders Mark Dumas, Pip
Smitham and Anthony Clifford were
re-elected as were committee members
Stephen Davis, Niall Kilgour, Charlie
Parry, Paul Lawrence, Lucy HamblinRooke and William Donaldson.
Michael Nicholson (57-61) was
elected to the committee for the first
time.

OP Society Chairman Mark
Dumas (64-68) welcomed the OP
Committee and other OPs and briefed
them on what the Society had achieved
in 2012 and its plans for the future.
Detailed Minutes of the AGM
may be viewed on the OP Society
website but social highlights of the year
mentioned by the Chairman included
the OP Dinner in October where the
Guest of Honour was our Olympian
Bart Simpson (90-95), Founders’
Day 2012 when OPs from the 1960s
had been invited back to the College,
and a Naval drinks party for OPs at the
Hurlingham Club during the summer.
Additionally, the Chairman said,
there had been a very successful reunion
of OPs in New Zealand, an Over 60s
lunch for OPs at the Turf Club in
London and a dinner at the Royal
Yacht Squadron on the Isle of Wight for
25 OP members and guests and several
other reunions.

Larry Howard (05-11),
Decade Rep for the 2010s

Having reached the age of 93, Keith
Evans (33-37) decided to leave the
Committee. He was thanked by the
Chairman for his dedication and great
support of the College over many years.
Robin Knight was thanked for his work
for OPs in numerous roles over the
previous 25 years and presented with an
inscribed bowl.

National Memorial
Arboretum Memorial

National Memorial Arboretum
NCP Memorial Plaque

A financial report by the Hon.
Treasurer Pip Smitham (64-69)
revealed that the Society has about
£43,000 in the Bank. In 2012-13 it faces
capital expenditure of around £8,000 to
pay for a representative to attend the
150th anniversary of the first Devitt &
Moore ship to reach Australia and to
fund the purchase of a digital clock for
the new cricket pavilion on Big Side.
Elections to the Committee
followed, the results of which were as
follows:
Nigel Hollebone (59-63) was
elected President of the Society, in
succession to Robin Knight (56-61)
who retired after five years in the post.
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Robin Knight (56-61) (r) at the annual Remembrance Day service

Other events highlighted during
the meeting included the Society’s
continuing involvement in the annual
Careers Fair held at the College in
March. David Nicholson (64-68)
HR, James Allsop (95-00) Legal, and
Adam Lewis (99-01) MN careers at
sea, represented OPs the 2012 Fair –
according to David, “a most enjoyable
event, well organised and well attended
by external organisations.” Any OP
who would like to take part in 2013
should contact David Nicholson at
David.Nicholson@pgs.com

NEW OP SOCIETY PRESIDENT
At the Society’s AGM Nigel Hollebone (59-63), a committee
member for most of the past 20 years, was elected unanimously as the OP
Society’s new President for the next five years.
Nigel has spent much of his life
connected with the College in one
context or another.
After four years at the NCP, he
went to sea with Port Line. Having
gained his Second Mate’s certificate,
he came ashore and joined T&J
Harrison – a College shareholder at
the time – as a management trainee
in 1967.
Remaining with Harrisons for
the next three decades, he was based
in southern Africa and the Caribbean
for 12 years as the company’s
commercial representative.

James Allsop (95-00) with pupils at the
Pangbourne 2012 Careers Fair
Following the AGM it was
announced that Larry Howard (0511) had agreed to become the OP
Society Decade Rep for the 2010s.
During the year the Society was
also involved in the restoration of the
blue plaque at the National Memorial
Arboretum at Alrewas, Staffordshire.
The plaque commemorates “former
cadets of the Nautical College
Pangbourne who gave their lives in the
service of their country in time of war.”

For 21 years he had charge
Newly elected OP Society President,
of Harrisons’ London office and
Nigel Hollebone (59-63)
represented the company on various
external bodies including the Board of Governors at Pangbourne. He
joined the Harrison board in 1983 and the board of Harrisons’ holding
company in 1998. He retired in 2003.
Nigel became a Governor of Pangbourne College in 1987, eventually
rising to be Vice Chairman. He remained a member until 2007. In
1992 he was elected to the committee of the OP Society and served as
Chairman in 1994-95. In retirement he was appointed a magistrate and
currently serves on the West Hertfordshire Bench.
Much of his spare time is spent sailing. Nigel also is a member of the
Worshipful Company of Skinners in the City of London and a Patron of
the National Maritime Museum.

In November Robin Knight
(56-61) represented the Society at
the College’s annual Remembrance
Day service in the Falklands Islands
Memorial Chapel and laid a wreath on
behalf of all OPs.
On the same Sunday at a Wreath
laying Service organised by the
Honourable Company of Master
Mariners held at Tower Hill in the
City of London, Captain Miles EdenSmith (54-57) laid a wreath on behalf
of the Society.

Nigel Hollebone’s yacht ‘Holly Golightly’
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CAMPUS LIFE

Jess Brown

On Founders’ Day 2012 The
Old Pangbournian Prize - the
College’s most prestigious academic
award - was awarded to Jess Brown.
She combined five ‘A’ levels with
outstanding all-round musical talent
and a willingness to help other
pupils to learn. Jess is now studying
Physics with Astronomy at Exeter
University where she also has a
choral scholarship.

Other Founders’ Day 2012 prizes with an OP connection
were awarded to Tom Miller (Keith Evans Prize), Alex
Osborn-King (Ambrose White Memorial Prize), Philipp
Haug (Austin Anderson Prize) and Dre Efthymiou (Jude
Memorial Prize).
There was a notable departure from the College at the end
of the summer term when David Rendle (73-78) and his
wife Gail, the Bursar’s PA for ten years, moved to pastures
new. David is now training the Geography teachers of the
future at his old university in Durham and coaching some
rowing – two areas in which he made a huge contribution to
College life in the 21 years following his return to Pangbourne
in 1991. In a heartfelt tribute on Founders’ Day Headmaster
Thomas Garnier described David as “not flashy, not selfpromoting in any way, but thoughtful, determined, patient,
caring and full of integrity.” During his last six years at the
College David was Housemaster at Hesperus. A loyal OP,
he served on the OP Society committee for many years.

Gail and David Rendle
Other notable teaching staff leavers in the summer
included Robin Brodhurst and Darrel Paddick both
of whom arrived at the College in 1990. Darrell became
a cornerstone in the success of the Learning Support
Department, working principally with Sixth Form
students in his latter years. Robin added “colour to life at
Pangbourne” to quote the Headmaster’s judiciously-chosen
phrase, teaching history and other facets of life to successive
generations of pupils. For years Robin was the “welcoming
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face” of the College, greeting people at chapel, engaging
prospective parents and hosting visiting staff – while also
writing a well-received military history, collecting Wisdens
and discussing cricket with all and sundry.
A major event at the College during 2012 was the
replacement of all but one of the pianos in the school.
Pangbourne is now a designated All Steinway School – only
the fourth school in the UK to achieve this status. As part of
the deal, the Headmaster and Director of Music Mr. Brown
and five pupils went to Hamburg to choose a grand piano for
the new recital hall. The Headmaster has a keen appreciation
of “the enriching and therapeutic qualities” of music. He
took up the flute three years ago after a 25-year break.

Pangbourne is now an All Steinway School
A new Chaplain arrived at the College at the start of the
2012 Winter term to replace Brian Cunningham who had
moved to Oundle School. He is the Reverend Neil Jeffers.
Born and raised near Canterbury,
Neil reached Pangbourne after four
years at Christ Church, Lowestoft –
the most easterly church in the British
Isles and a parish deeply connected
with the maritime community.
Christ Church was founded in
the 1860s as a mission chapel to
fishermen. In the Second World
War the parish was the headquarters
of the Royal Naval Patrol Service.
New Chaplain,
Before entering the church, Neil
Reverend Neil Jeffers
worked in the banking industry.
In November the third pavilion to be erected on Big
Side was opened by Anthony Hudson, Headmaster of the
College for 12 years to July 2000. Named after him, it is sited
on the corner of Big Side nearest to the parade ground. The
Paravicini pavilion that most OPs will recall was attacked
twice by arsonists. The OP Society donated the new digital
clock that adorns the structure.

OP MERCHANDISE FOR SALE

OP SILK TIE
Modernised design

Our Price: £30.00

OP SOCKS
Long cotton socks. Claret and white strip.

Our Price: £6.50
(Or from Presents for Men £9.99)

OP SILVER CUFFLINKS
Available in blue and red
with College crest engraved

Our Price: £35.00

LADIES PIN
Our Price: £15.00

Prices include postage.
Cheques should be made payable to Pangbourne College Enterprises Ltd
Orders should be mailed to:
The Shop Manager,
Pangbourne College, Pangbourne, Reading RG8 8LA.
Tel: 0118-976-7476; Fax: 0118-984-5443;
Email: Karen.Townsend@pangcoll.co.uk
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REFLECTIONS
Much has changed since 1987 when
I first re-engaged with Pangbourne and
edited Issue 18 of this magazine. Of
the 20 individuals then listed as office
holders of the Society, just two remain
involved today. The College is now coeducational, it is one hundred pupils
larger and it has had four Headmasters in
the intervening 25 years. The age of the
Internet, mobile phone technology and
social media has dawned, transforming
communications. OPs no longer write
letters from far and wide and we no
longer have an Hon. Secretary to read
and reply to them.

nears its centenary – an extraordinary
achievement in itself given the demise
of the school’s original rationale and the
financial challenges it has faced almost
from Day One – the idea that there is
something truly distinctive, enduring
and laudable in a Pangbourne education
becomes unavoidable.
Not everyone, and certainly not
every OP, will see their relationship
with the College in this positive light.
Schooldays, wherever they are spent,
are never without controversy and
disappointments for which the school

Robin Knight, setting sun, 2012
In the meantime I have edited this
magazine on 15 occasions, belonged
to the OP Society committee without
a break for a generation, served on the
College’s governing Board for 15 years,
and been chairman of the Society for
four years and president for the last five
years. It is time to move on before I am
pushed or carried out.
What I will always recall about
this long re-association with the
Pangbourne community is its innate
inclusiveness, friendliness, tolerance,
decency and good spirit. As the College
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concerned often gets the blame. And it
must be admitted that for a long time
during and after the 1960s the College
seemed something of an anachronism,
standing for out-of-date values such
as discipline, self-reliance, respect for
others and good manners.
Over time, however, those core
Pangbourne attributes, epitomised by
the naval uniform, have once more
been seen by the wider world to be
intrinsically worthwhile as well as
commercially viable. A new generation
of able teachers, motivated support staff

and prescient governors have combined
to sweep away the doldrums and chart
a different and sustainable course. New
buildings and the much improved
academic, social and cultural facilities
unveiled at the College in recent years
have reinforced the sense of a school
going places. Pangbourne has lived to
fight another day.
Under the inspiring leadership
of Thomas Garner since 2005, these
advances have been entrenched in the
fabric of the College. So my decision
to move on coincides happily with a
real and hopefully lasting upturn in the
school’s fortunes. The OP Society, too,
is in reasonable shape – solidly based,
well led by chairman Mark Dumas,
aligned to the wider College community
and attracting an encouraging number
of younger OPs keen to be involved in
one way or another.
I take no credit for any of these
developments. If I have achieved
anything lasting since 1987 it has been
to improve OP communication and
to encourage greater transparency and
more professionalism in the marketing
of the College. No institution, and
certainly no private school, will survive
for long in the modern era if it stands
apart, refuses to be accountable and
ignores the wider world.
My
re-involvement
with
Pangbourne also coincided with
enormous societal change in Britain,
adding to the pressures on the school
and its associated organisations to
respond. Both Pangbourne College
and the OP Society have responded,
and continue to do so, in positive and
constructive ways.
That is one reason, among many,
why I believe that we can all be sensibly
optimistic about the future.

by Robin Knight (56-61)

